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VOLUME 20

EVENING, MAX

RUINS OF THE MONTE OLIVETE MARKET, NAPLES FIRE

INSURANCE

Wrecked by Ashes From Vesuvius.
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One Hundred and

Goods Are

RECElVtR HAS BEEN ASKED

BURNED

Loss in Frisco Greater Than

Four Mail Clerks Were Amon

All

the Company's

DENVER

IN

crued Assets.

Denver, Colo., May 5. Fire today
destroyed or iiaged a large quantity of nierchauuise stored In a warehouse ou Weawatta street, this city,
owned by tho Denver Transit &
Warehouse company. Tho loss, estimated at $1511,(1011, falls mainly on
eastern manufacturers.
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TEN ARE KILLED AND
TWENTY ARE INJURED
Altoona, Pa., May B. Ten persons
are dead as the result of a head-o- n
collision on the Pennsylvania
road
near Clover Creek Junction last night.
Six killed outright and four died from
their injuries. About twenty passengers and member of the train crew
were injured, but It Is believed that
all will recover. The dead are:
J. W. Welgner, J. V. 4'ox, Schult.
Jones, all postal clerks; F. C. Harder,
brakeman; J. V. Perr, baggagetnas-ter- ;
Mrs. Trinkle
of Philadelphia;
Ilex Tarlove, South Nor walk, Conn.;
salesman,
J. D. Conover, traveling
New York; unknown man.
Orders Were Misunderstood.
The collision came as the result of
misunderstanding of orders on the
part of the crew of the Chicago-S- t
Louis express. The two engines plow
ed into each other and wer .wrecked,
t9 were also the coach atached to the
Chicago mall train, No. 18, and five
mall cars. Tho later train on reach
ing Altoona from the west had a
coach attached to the rear, but when
it was Bent over the Pittsburg branch
was directly behind the engine. It
or thirty
carried about twenty-fiv- e
passengers for tho east and was al
most demolished, some of the dead
and Injured being pinned under the
coach. No passengers on No. 21 wre
,
killed.
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MEXICO CELEBRATES

ANNIVERSARY OF BATTLE.
Mexico City, May 5. In accordance
with long; established custom the
forty-fourt- h
anniversary of the victory of the Mexican troopB over the
army of Napoleon III, won efore the
walls of Puebla, May 5, 18G2, was today celebrated In a martial manner.
was
At, daybreak the
hoisted on all publi cbulldings and the
battery at the Ciudadela fired a salvo
guns. At 9 o'clock a
of twenty-on- e
procession, headed by President Diaz,
the vice president, the members of
' the cabinet, and many high military
our waters waB the wrecU of the
and civil officials, proceeded to the
steamship, British King, off Sable
San Fernand ocemetery, where the
Isand, March 11, on her way from
wreaths were deposited on the tomb
At least 20
New York to Antwerp.
of General Ignacio Zaragoza, the hero
lives were lost. The winter's list of
of the battle. After that ceremony
wrecks began in November, with the
the procession marched to Chapulte
sinking of the Norwegian steamer
pee, where the Greek hemicycle, at
Turbin, in sight of Clark's Harbor,
the base of the historic hill, a civic
N. S. Fourteen men down with the
ceremony was held In honor of the
Turbin. A fortnight later the British
soldiers who fell during the battle,
steamer, Lunen berg, nmik a few minThe chief features of tho program
utes after striking a rock off the Mag- - MISSIONARY RALLY HELD
were the reading of Zaragosa's mes
dalen Islands, resultlncL,! the loss of
TODAY IN CITY OF BOSTON.
sage, announcing the winning of the
'
a"'do.en lives and the cargo". From
Boston. Mass.. May R. The celbra- battle, and a reception of surviving
then until the end of March there was bratlon of the
of the
veterans by President Diaz, who himhardly a week without Its shipwreck, establishment of tho Garrett Biblical
self played a prominent part in the
These and more serious steamer institute will begin here this even- famous struggle.
wrecks in tne ungnsn cnannei navoK witn a t,,r missionary rally
Iater, the president and his disupon
impressed
underwriters the ninliou Hatzell. Bishop Basbford, Dr,
tinguished party drove to tho National
necessity for more effective measures! nomPr c. Stuntz. Dr. William A. Lucy
Palace, from the balcony of which was
u..
Ta., May 5. There will scale of IMS, i.',iich
Serunlun.
to prevent the sinking of vessels) i)r- - uenry O. Cady, and many other
witnessed tho military parade, in he no strike of the anthracite miners. 'commission's aard.
whose water tight compartments ure distinguished ministers will take part
which all the troops of the garrison That Is now a settled conclusion, for
.suppposen to Dut ao not insure mem ln tho raIly anil wm deliver addresses,
V
.,
participated.
To night the city will
o.Ji.r,.n.
".. 13 liltnt.i REPORT ADOPTED AFTER
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n.
ouutu . t iioiu.-i.r.r.liioi-nirt.lnut luca
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JEFFERSON, GEORGIA,
,!re.
recommending the return of the mln- - on'y make a ship unsinkablo when all v!im.n. In the afternoon a meeting
hP Von
the doors below the water lino aro,wlll ,)0 hoM ln wMch greetings will
to,..,work under
the anthracite
CELEBRATES TODAY. tlrl xL rtpoit Xlto waTamZx-- '
,
....
.
In m,wt- disasters at sea tho i...
ct
i.i,j
,Unnttivoa
lM7
i
'" ' '
IlllhMUU uvvaiu, , w .in iiuuuieu ujr r Ose.
niii,t
Jefferson, Ga., May 5. This city is flirt "as TirrtGnnf,i!
.
r.z
.
t
nn
doors rnnnot be c osed vbv band nnil m.,iiwii.
M,r.i,.rini d,i,tn..viio
.i
dressed in holiday attire in honor of
is an Increas.ng demand for th Mon,,ay morning, in the presence of
would discussion. The convention adjourned there
the one hundredth unniversary of its renort whichBiwDraJlon
power hulk the I!nonl ot ul8hops, of the confer- until Tuesday to give the scale com- - ore general ndoption of arrangement
will
be
order
foundation. Hundreds of visitors from make Theth"
?
head doors. With this
onco. vlslto
of tha CnIcaBO preach- win rc Tobtaln mlttce opportunity to confer with the the
the surrounding districts are here to wo?kd Mel
doors can bo c osed from above
operators.
meet.nR, and of the public In
will seek tc
assist in the celebration of the anni"
Hiiuieaa
general, tne com
luemurui I venm,,
versary.
The arrangements for the through the conciliation board or nr- - Rtpikfrs Aisin police
.... T.0i,i..f
i
hand wheel. Without ..
i.,
the turn nf
celebration were iu the hands of the bitration, betterment ot the conditions.
FIGHT IN NEW JERSEY these long arm electrical power doorsl,,10 afternoon there will be a repre- recently organized Chamberpot Com- which the miners complain are workPncaolf A. T Vn 5. In a battle the rlosine of the l.ullc head openings Bontation
0f fraternal representatives
merce and a general committee of ing hardships on them.
nnil'lS left tO the CrCW, WllOSe first idea iS ,.. ,, thenloirleal seminaries
of
l.i.tMoon rlnlnna tlalian utriU-f.rcitizens, and for many weeks the
the nnlinfl today, four rioters were ,n Ret on cicck us , soon as posaiuie. oln,,r jonominatlons, aud ln the even- preparations for the event have ben MAIC TU C DTDrtDT THAT
iu. lnR a pUbllc reception will be Hem.
WAS FULLY EXPECTED shot and a number ot policemen were"- s a iuir esuiimi.-conducted. Tho program of the celethat "O Tuesday will be alumni day.
The
The miners' pcnln committee today iniured. One of the men shot may not one out of fifty vessels
and
bration includes an industrial
,
wlll cl()f)0 on Wednesday
men were made now lost at Bea would go down If they
rn.iln
historical parade and a large public recommended to the convention that die; Ihirty-tw-by o
bad the means of nnicksly closing of n(,xt wcei.
the police.
meeting, with addresses by a number the miners return to work under the prisoners
!
their water tight doors that the navy
of prominent orators.
department Is putting on all the new AMERICAN AHEAD IN
celebraIn connection with this
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP.
lnited Stales warships.
tion, It :s interesting to note what
London, May G. In tiho final round
"White's Statistics of Georgia," pubNew York Money Market.
of the amateur court tennis champion
lished in 1849, said about Jefferson:
Money on eill. ship game today .f Great Britain, at
New York, May T
"The town of Jefferson was made the
nominal; no leans; prime lnercan- - Queen's club. Jay Gould of
county seat of Jackson county in 1801,
cent. I5ar sil- - Wood, N. J.. beat S. J. Hill, the score
tile paiK-rfVi?l t r
end incorporated in 1S12. It is situbeing 4 to 0.
ver, titlc.
ated near the waters of Oconee river,
has a brick court house, jail, two
hotels, one church, one academy, and
Amount of goods sold
live stores.
per annum, $15,GoO."

NO GOAL STRIKE AT THIS TIME

tri-col- or

SCRAM

IS GOOD HEWS FROM

Miners Referred Matter to Scale Committee,
Which Reported in Favor of Accepting
Terms of 1903 in Arbitration Award.

THIS COURSE IS ADVISED
BY MITCHELL AND WILSON
AND IS AT ONCE ADOPTED
'.,.,'

SATISFACTORY

'

ASSURANCES

ASSOCIATION

Convention at LasjCompapies and Trans-Vegportation Agents Say
Today With
One Hundred
Materia! Shall be

as

FIRE DELEGATES OF NEW MEXICO GOTTEN FASTER THAN USED

the Ten Killed by
the Wreck.

Ac-

Chicago, May 5. A petition for the
Hrpointiut ut of a receiver for the
Traders' Insurance company has been
filed in the. circuit court here. The
alleged cause is heavy losses in tae
San Franci.sco earthquake ami fir;.
Byron I.. Smith, president of the
Northern Trust company, was B
lointed receiver by Judge Julian
Mack.
The company Is one of the
largest fire insurance companies in
the wect. It was stated. In the application for a receiver, that the company sustained losses approximating
$3,730,000 In the San Francisco fire.
It was also stated in tho application
that tho assets of the company would
not exceed $3,300,000.

'

Fifty In

Thousand Dollars of

Francisco Distinction
by the Fire.

TRISCO GETS

DRY FARMING

DO DAMAGE

Laid to Losses by San

UMHEH 112

THE CAMPBELL

ACCIDENT
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semi-centenn-

And Other Points in Attend--

ance

From

Where Earthquake Did

Campbell Farm
Was Opened.

Much Damage.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
l.as egas. N. M., May 5.- - -- The
fourlh annual convention of thia
Campbell Dry Farming association
was
formally opened In the Auditorium of the Commercial club this
morning ut 10 o'clock, over 100 delegates being i resent. Every portion
of New Mexico was represents!, end
numlior of delegates wero present
from Colorado and Texas.
President J. L. Donahue opened the
morning session with a cordial ad
dress of welcome, and Introduced
Prof. W. II. Olln, ftgronrmlst of tine
(Vgieultural college of Colorado, who
for two hours gave a most interest
ing talk on "seed selection" ln farm
ing semi-arilands.
F. V. Easley. of the United States
fo st.ry service, opened tho af :v- noon session with a talk on forestry,
Otfier sneakers of the afternoon were
I j. u. Parsons,
or I'arker, Colo., on
"Dry Farm Orchards," and Pror. J.
J. Vernon, of the Agricultural col
lege of New Mexico, on "Possibili
ties of Dry Farming in New Mexico.
Many citizens attended the afternoon
session, filling the club rooms to over--!

San Francisco, Cal., May 5. That
will be afforded
tho
builders of the new San Francisco
ly the manufacturing interests of the
east, is appartini by the promise of
representatives of the steel companies. The officials of the S:nta Fc,
the Pacific Mail and the Amerlcan-Hawa- il
Steamship companies have
stated that no scarcity of structural
steel Khali delay tho building of tho
city. Structural steel is to be fur
nlslied San Francisco for the next
three years faster than it can e riT-ettogether In the frames of the
buildings that are already being planned.
More ithan that, prosnlse is given
that credits on past business will bo
extended, nnd that payments on new
orders may he deferred to the long8t
limit to whloh Individual bulldieirs can
legitimately bo entitled.
Insurance
money, exceeding 1150,000,000, soon
to be released, will go a long wia.ys towards rebuilding the city.
In every section of the city relief
work is now going on .without a hitch
and nowthere, so far as can bo
learned, is there any real distress.
.

elery facility

ed

.

flowing.
At 4 o'clock

the mooting adjourned
and the delegates, in' a body, drove
to tho Campbell farm, three miles
east of Las V'epaa, to wita'ces a dry
farming demonstration, the traction
engine, plows, rollers and cultivators,
Having arrived uus morning, a uig
crowd of people drove out to witness
the operation at 4 p. m.
The smokttr at the Commercial
ciui mat nignt in nonor or mo aeie-gates, was a great success. The en- thuslasm among those attending the
meetings Is unbounded.
Prominent

Heard

Other Places

1

da-bu-

.-n

w--

People Married.

Now York, May 5. Miss Rosalie
Cue 'Campbell and Henry Slack, both
in New" York and Newport
society, will be married In Calvary

cluireh, this afternoon. After the
wedding a reception will be held at
the residence of the bride's mother,
Herbert Parsons.

NEWS OF HEALDSBURG
AND THAT VICINITY.
Oakland, Cal.. May 5. For th
flitst. tilme
since tho earthquake,
April 18, communication with neai
reSonoma county, ibjs 1
stored. Today It is learned that considerable damage ' "was done, large
brick structures suffering the most.
Many liusiness houses and residences
were partly wrecked, and tpwry
structure In tho town and vicinity
more or less damaged. The low
w;iu approximate
1500,000.
There
were no fatalities and only a few per
sons were slightly injured. Wlndsoit
and SebastopoL ln the same county.
suffered considerably, the latter
ing damaged 1250,000. In Alexander
valley, Ave miles from Healdsbury.
the ground was left in rldg'is, anrt
In many places landslides occurred
and dammed up small creeks, form-Mr- s.
Ing lakes.
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ESCAPE FR01 PRISON

KENTUCKY'S COMMERCIAL
TRAVELERS IN SESSION
Taducah, Ky., May 5. The state
convention of the Travelers' Protective Assocation of Kentucky opened
here today. The attendance Is very
largo and an interesting session U
being held. One of the principal features of the business program Is the
selection of delegates to tlio National
convention of the association, which
will be held in Huffalo, N. Y., on
June 4.
MORE
TIME IN ITS OIL CASES
Jefferson City, Mo., May 5. The
...
l..,., ....I
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A....1111
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tony, asking
at the ouster suit of
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Attorney General llad'ey against the
Standard Oil company ami iis allied
companies, be continued to the Octoy
ber term of the court, who lithe
will have Leen completed and
his report hied.
tesi-inon-

CELEERATING ADOPTION OF
POLAND'S CONSTITUTION
May 5. The)
Mich.,
Houghton.
Polish Si. S;atiUlaus Society of this
city weil celebrate the anniversary of
the adoption of Poland's constitution
with a large meeting in th.j Italian,
hail this evening. An interesting urogram, including mutic and patriotic
speeches, has i.em prepared for the
the mem'.er.s
occasion. This morning through
the
.araiiu
of the s. tiwy
t reels.

llerlin, May 5. Facts have Just
come to light, which throw a clear
light, on the clever manner in which
soldier, named Hosinski,
a Polish
escaped from the prison in Posen.
Kosinskl was under sentence of death
for murdering and robbing a wealthy
land owner. The condemned man was
guarded most carefully. An armed
patrolled the corridor onto
which the cell .f Rosinskl opened,
nnd was Instructed to keep a
prisoner's doings
on
watch
the
through a peep hole in the cell door.
In spite of all this, Kosinskl
and for a while it seemed inexplie- able how he could do it. Since then,
however, a careful investigation has
Inuiu-h-t
to light all the facts in the
Ming escape.
11
.
sinski tied his bedclothes and
body linen into t lie shape of a
lean, and r.Iace, it in the bet, tinilT
v hieh !:e ( iept.
The gentry was 'lilt-- .
deceived, and. actually under tinguard's eyes, Kosin:l;i scraped a bole
in tin floor, presunnl ly with a nail,
wliicl was afterwards discovered. He
con-i'an-

t

Tuesday the Day Matter Arizona Jointure
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Seems Certain to Pass.
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GREAT LOSSES AT SEA

Yolk.
Mav ". Four milium
dollars U the estimated loss of mar- MANY, if MO I IWU
"Ull'jrwnlfrs tnr lUo l'ast wlnu'r'
F. Jol-,- n
Mav 5.- -J.
W,,l-MiWvoley, bishop of the M.irmnn church at''1 addition to thl insured property
has
I.ovell W'yo., i.nd one of tin- leaders loss, the North Atlantic alone
a grim sea toll of at
'.east
of the leaders oi Ho' lari.e Mel 1,1011 j
e
the.eigl.'y-tivlives.
colony seMleu.clii in this sia'e for
l
The past five month i have eeu
past "two y. ars. has In n ;.ri
apart ictiluriy dlsas-'roufor hhipping.
on the charge t,f maititaini'.g p.'lif
W.i the New England coast ;,n.l tho
n.otis relniei'. ,..!!. tv,i wi. s.
te

h

fU'.-hin.-1-

May 5. The Seventh
The large drill hall lias been beau
New York,
Regiment, N. V. G. A., the third oldest tifully decorated for the occasion, and
mliitta organization in the country. Is will present a brilliant scene, this
celebrating its one hundredth birth- evening. Coonel Daniel Appleton, tho
day. In harmony with the Importance present commanding' officer, of tha
of tho anniversary, the high standing regiment, who will bo the host of tho
and brilliant history of the regiment, evening, and will preside, has served
and the prominence of its former and sixteen years with the regiment, rising;
present officers, the celebration was from the ranks, through tho grades o
planned to be an unusually brilliant corporal and sergeant. He was comevent, on a scale worthy of the oc- missioned a second lieutenant in 1876,
casion and the history of the. regi- a captain In 187!), and a colonel in
ment. The opening feature of the 1889..
The four original companies of th
celebration will be a parade of the
regiment on Fifth avenue, this after- Seventh Heglment wero mustered In.
lHoti.
,
The celebration was
Colonel llaniel Applelon, the May
noon.
commundlnc officer of the regiment, set for today, however, as tomorrow
will be the grand marshal, and hund- will be Sunday. Ti.o first four comreds of former members of the regi- panies were recuitcd at a time of
ment, now in active service ln the great national peril. Hrltlsh men' of
regular army or other military or war were IKing upen ami cmorcing
American vessels
ionizations, will march in tho parade the right to hci-rewith the regiment, under the com- - and as the federal government
of
mand of lii igadier General George sented such action, a bombardment
Moore Smith, of the First lirigade. of the city and a general attack by;
feared,
Tbe war veterans of the regiment will 'the Hritish
'partes were attached
The four
be next in line, and after them wlll
of the to the Third and to the
follow the former members
in civilian dress, in alpha-- , mi nts in turn and formed a battalion)
'etical order of their rovipanies. Tho in IS;! I. when tho Marquis do I.afay-Seven- th
Ha
Kegiment will march iu the ett! visited tho United States.
veterans Made the suggestion, which was adop-v.i- il
The
of
ihe
column.
rear
.i
.l
n
W.
Klanchard peuniou bill
The
form in the new armory of the, ted, that the various militia organ-Seven- ty
'!
t'iha! bee,, reported favorably
lir.-l.
on Thirty-- iatlons be consolidated in a national
regiment.
lierginan
ho'i
claim of fourth street and Park an line. The guard and constituted as was the
The
by
n
c
favorably reported
has in
will carry canrs, supplied to'zen soldiery of Krauee. The four enm-the- m
on claims.
Hell! t
by the coimiiiitee. Tin pirade panics wero a part of tho Twenty-wi- ll
march up Fifth ;: etiue to the seventh regiment, which In 1 S47 took;
f'tSIDENT EXPRESSES
name ot heventn. j tie in.e .iajor
HIMSELF QUITE CLEARLY Seventh Kegiinciit arm y, at Sixty- tne
liiti ber's Iiattalion," was als . applied
W.i diii.gton, 1. ('., May C. ln view seventh Ftre t and Park 'venue.
Secretary of War T it. wlio has to the organization,
i.f publications today regarding the
appointed as r"p setitative of; Since I' s final reorganirn mti. tha
been
on
s
position
question
the
of
si.ii
id
iu.
( ision,
Gen- - Seventh has been especially conspic-ngiuslifor this
executive
the
legislation
amendanil
rati
'a
la:
of- - uous.
lis services have been tendered,
an auiiioraiive state-v.a- s eral Grant and other dis;
piopo.-i'.i- .
n.
my, and a to nation, state and city on many oc- -f
(,t the White House ficers of the regular
lull,'
the militia casions. The regiment was on duty
Allison number of high officer.-wil- l
as f Mows: "The
review t he parade f in a review- - as pirt of the army for the defenso
t
ill tiie president's Judg- tl
Hie line of of New York In 18)7 aud IS'iS. When
ing stan en rted alon
ii. iii simply atlirms wlyit the pre.si-H-the War of 1S12 was in progress, it
believes was already con'ained march on Fifth avenue
'
of was on garrison dutv many months on
In the veiling a
ami'K't
Itei.biiiii bill, but if there were
i.i
It
hum!' I covers, will Governor's and liedloe's Islands.
i.i..,. ,lni,bt as to in
!!.,
.i.. more than 111fifteen
t ie
r'l I. i. I m in Sev- - .volunteered its services in the Civil
! ..us
in the bill, the president would. e M.rea.l
.vnntig ine var aim in nil marciien in w asu
mil Itegimi tit armory.
ini- - upon us iieing pui in, oeeaiisi
n einbers
for threo
of the ington, where It served
,i iiioiniueiit former
i.: !erM' t 'ie bill undoubted!
nau
regiment, wli.i will b" lit ill.' naiuiuei, iiionins. in i ue niaiusii-.iiie- i
.1.
War the Senevntll offered itself as a
and are expected to deliver a.ldtes-es- ,
WORK
are Major General W. A. Knobbe. I'. regiment, and sulise.iuently many ot
CNLY
CLAIMS ATTENTION S. A., retired: Itrigadii r General H. its members went to tho front in tha
regular army or as otlicers in other
The W. lliibbeil. V. S. A., ret'r. d: 1.1.
W..s!.'i:gtoii. 1. C. May
Many men
c iiii!i..tiee on
finance today tenant Colonel John S. loud, l". S. A., i linietit s of volunteers.
.
d;
hearing the rejKirt on the retired; Colonel .1. W. Powell, V. S. A., of social prominence have been
,. ;.:.,i,.
I. It. Freeman, com- of the Seventh. In the Civil War
Colonel
ml- S..II I'laneisco
resolution
N
manding the First New Jersey Hegi- - (!; and its members became othceri
uiitil Monday.
to.lny continue. i mo con-th- e m. nt, and Col .ted S. W. McClave. and In all tho regiment has rontrib-sta- ff
'officer. N. J. N. G.
'naval appropriation
Secretary ured more than !"" officers Ut tha
regular army.
iTaft is also expected to Fpeak.

IN THE CONFERENCE

--
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America Magnificent Arrangements
Made For the Occasion.

NEW MEXICO NOW REACHED

discussed a'

N.-v-

CERTAINTY ONE TOO

had found a place where the floor
hud been repaired, and the material
used wad so soft that he could make
a hole large enough to drop through
into the cllar underneath. This was
ui occupied, anu the door, consequent
ly, was not locked. Kosinskl calmly
walked out and reached the court
yard unobserved in the darkness. The
wall was too high, but ho managed
to reach the top with the aid of the
window sills, uml dropped down onto
the other side in safety and freedom,
His hymn Look was found, covered
with blood, on top of the wall,
The sentry had heard a noise in
t ie cell, but fancied it came from the
iowcr tier cells. At ?, o clock, how- ever, he caih'd the Inspector, and 'he
l
was discovered. Aithoiigti llos- wore the uniform of his regi-nan.en
tiers who scoured the
the
sum .'Hiding '' in' ry f'i r i,:itnv miles
were not able to find 111.- slightest
:
The
trace of the escaped
(ler-- ;
throughout
police authorities
Ijeeii
notified and rei(ii M- i,e,:;y have
d t . watch out for the fugitive.

Third Oldest Organization of Its Kind in

mferees.

mem-retire-

b.-i-
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this was onr of iho most discouraging
feature of Iho office.
"I have often called the martor to
thattention of the dlsrlct anorney
hut never with nny result," said Mr.
Otero. "The M'hool superintendents,
too, appear unmindful of tho fact that
f
f the proceoiH from fines
of this character, go to the school
fund, as they mnke no efforts to nee
that t.N violations of the law are
puntshel. After one works ban! to
arrest a nian and secures tho evidence for his conviction, then to have
him let off rott free d os not tend
to any enthusiasm in th pursuance
of the duties of tho office, and Is
really tlio worst handicap the game
warden has to contend with."
-
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INDIAN

INSPECTOR
BEEDE AT SANTA FE

HAS SEEN NEARLY FORTY YEARS
OF SERVICE FIRST
APPOINTED UNDER GRANT'S ADMINIS

TRATION.

wmthlr.

After almost continuous labor
UurUilEd Bitti Made Injvn oa Application Indian service for nearly f rty yea.
Cyrus Bede. ImPnn inspiv-torw.i
a)ajfcaoiH an will aanfar a furor by notifrlng u.
Is in Sintn F. iimnoetin? Hm t'Tiitc.
fcauaadiataly an any
at tho paper.
States Indian training school and the
avl tartar, and ramittanraa should ba addraari to
condition or Indians in New Mexico,
F'CM.ianiNO Com.ant. Drafta.
Taa cit"-onjrra
monay
aaaka. aoatoffira and aM'faa.
is sun as active in bchalt or the abaaat ba aadt payaLia to Ihr ardar of tha origines
and btiFily engaged in lookaajy.
ing in t.ihotr ivelfure ir it nnvHmoln
the last two score
Ills present
Colorndr. I" trip to the Capital"yinrs.
Automatic I A3
City is for the
purpose of taking testimony In a dispute bttween the Santa Clara Indians
PUEBLO INDIANS
in regard to their troubles in their
pueblo government. He has spent
ttime In this Investigation, and
HAVE NO VOTE some
the testimony and rMs reMirt will be
forwarded by him to Washington.
Tbiirnflnv
he visited Nlmhe,. imine
there to Kspanola, and thence
At General Elections in Ter- from
back to Santa Ke.
Inspector Tieedo was one of the
ritory, Says Attorney
first, members of the Quaker church
to enter the Indian service during
General Prichard.
Grant's first term, when that president inaugurated his Quaker policy,
immediately after the Civil w:ar. UnOPINION ON IMPORTANT SUBJECT like many others appointed at that
time, 3ie has remained in the service
ever since.
fin hil nrMnnt vtcif ir Grinti Po
In answer to an inquiry from tho he attended the commencement exHon. Gregory Pago, a citizen anJ a ercises at th United States Indian
taxpayer resiling1 in Gallup, McKin-le- training
school last Wednesday night
county, on opinion was rendered and
was greatly interested
and
yes'erday by Attorney General Geo. pleased.
W. Prichard, as to whether Pueblo
Indians can exercise tho right to
vote at general elections. Tho matter A COLORED MINING
lias long been discussed in different
PROMOTER MISSING
sections of tho territory, and the
opinion Is of interest. It follows:
HEAD OF AFRICAN NOBLE DUKE
Pace, Gallup, N. M.
lion G
MINING COMPANY DROPS OUT
My Dear Sir I have your favor of
OF SIGHT.
the 30tii ultimo, with enclosures. You
ask mo for an opinirn as to whether
With S'j'iO in his possession, with
Pueblo Indiana are voters at general whicli to pay men he had employed
flections In this territory. Ordinar- for several months, George W.
ily, inquiries coming to this office
colored, 1, t Ilishco. Ariz.,
from those other t.h.m ttrritoritl off- four months ico, to walk to his minicials, members of territorial loards ing property in the vicinity of the
and menOicro of the legislature, are Mountain View claims, and sinre then
referral to the district attorney tor no trace of him has been found.
the pr'iper district for answer. I Whet'.ier Vandvrmark was foully
will, however, giiv.e, you the benefit of dealt with by parties who wanted the
my opinion, so far as 1 have an opin- money he carried or whether he
ion, upon tho matter inquired about. never went near his mine and got out
The only statute we have upon the of the country, has never been satsubject that I am aware of, is as fol- isfactorily explained to several who
lows:
put up funds to promote his mining
"Compiled Laws of 1897, section ventures.
1678. The Pueblo Indians of this
Certificates Absent.
territory, f. :j- - the present, and until About two years ago, Vandermark
they shall be declared by the congress launched the African-NoblDuke
of the United States to have fhe right Mining company, announcing to his
are excluded from the privileges of friends that his scheme was to sell
voting at the popular elections of the stocks tQ only colored people, and to
territory, except in tho elections for ell it in all parts of the country.
To
overseers of ditches to which they this end he had several representalielong, and in the election? proper tives into Texas and other southern
to their own puebl.js, to elect their states, but neglected to furnish them
ffleers according
to their ancient with any stock certificates.
customs."
A number of colored people, who
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico purchased stcck In Vandermark's venhave been held to be citizens of the ture, are now and hava been for some
United States by the supreme court time, wondering what has become of
of this territory In the case of Uni- the ebony-hue- d
promoter, who has so
ted States vs. Luc ro. Vol. 1, page completely dropped out of sight that
422, New Mexico reports, and also in he can not even lie kcated by several
Its cpinkn of March 3, 1904, in the who very much desire to serve legal
case of the Territory vs. Persons, In papers in actions brought and that
delinquent tax lists of Bernalillo would be brought was there any hope
county.
of finding him.
Our courts have not passed upon
Glib Talker.
the direct question as to the right of Vandermark was a fluent talker,
these people to vote at general elec- and never tired of talking about Ills
tions by reason of their citizenship, mining scheme. To hear him tell it
nor so far as I know upon the valid- there were millions only awaiting his
ity of the section of the law above magic touch. On the strength of his
quoted. Construing the taw as : ctaJnis he induced a number of
his
stands upon the staute looks of the race here and in other parts of Ariterritory, they are excluded from the zona to make investments.
privilege of voting at popular elecGet Big Offer.
tions, except in the election for overIt Is tated that Vamlorninrk iinu
seers vf ditches, and the election of at one time offered $100,000 by easttheir own officers in their pueblos, ern capitalists for his group of
according to their ancient customs.
claims, but that, he had refused, on
I(think It advisable to accept the the ground that the prop: it y was
law as It now stands on the statutes, worth. Jl.OOO.Oiio, and that he would
until the same is passed uion by our get It without trouble by holding on
courts. It is an oien question as to
vandermark was, by several who
wether these people would le de- knew him, considered rather
clared voters or not, should the ma- if not. slightly insane on tho erratic,
muvar
tter
be properly presented to the of his mining company. It is claimed
courts, and unitll the courts do pass m u's uenair, li
if oif his
upon; It. us said above, section 1078, treilUil balance hwiver. that
hirt senuu en.mrV,
Compiled Laws of 1897, should gov- to b;ve the city with $tIO0 in
tifs
ern. Very ree-tfullvours,
ioci et, all of it other people's money.
GEORGE W. PRICHARD,
Smthcs itching hkln.
Attorney General.
Heals cuts
or burns wrh iut a scar. Cures plies,
eczema, salt rheum, any itching!
I. O. O. F. BUILDERS
ARE AT ROSWELL Uian's Ointment. Your druggist sells
Alex. Howie of Gallup, N. E. Stevens, of Albuquerque, and John Jeltz,
of Raton, trustees of tho 1. O. O. K.
MERCHANT TAILORING
widows and orphans home, which Is
o bo built in Hoswell, have been here UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209
WEST
since Monday looking over the ground,
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
0. BAMKays the Roswell Record. Major HowBINI, PROPRlETOM.
ell of Roswell, who is also one of the
trustees, was out to the site selected
My nierciata u'lurtn
u op
with i hem. They conferred
with tairs over No. 2' West Railroad avenue,
President Richardson of tho Comwhere I bolicit t!:e patronage ot
mercial club but ho far have nothing the public. All work i"iaranteed firs:
definite to give out as to when the clasg, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
work on the proposed institution will perlence In the business. Stilts made
begin. Graiid Master Ogle of Ros- to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
well is also a member,
of repaired. The specific I u.se will not
the board having the matter In injure the cloth. LadieV garment!
charge.
lso clemed Bill walking skirts mad
to order. Give me a trial.
O. UAMBIM.
DIFFICULT TO EN- Postmaster
Robbed.
FORCEGAME LAWS G. W. Fonts, postmaster
at River-Ion- ,
la., nearly lost his life and was
TWO MEN FOUND
GUILTY
OF robbed of all comfort, according to
his letter, which says: "Ft L'O years
VIOLATION
AT
CHAMA,
REI had
liver complaint, which
LEASED BY JUSTICE OF THE 1' d to chronic
such a severe case of jaundice
PEACE.
that even n.y linger nails turned yelWilliam 11 Gritlin, territorial game low; when my doctor proscribed Klec-triHitters; which cured mo and
warden, yesterday
received a
from Deputy Warden James have kept me well for eleven years."
Wklbh, at Chstma, stating that he Sure cure for Biliousness, Neuralgia,
and all Stomach, I.iver,
had arrested and convicted two nun Weakness
and ltln lder derangements. A
for violation of tho game laws, and Kidney
wonderful
an ,n, stores.
that immediately after convict ion the "0 cents. tonic.
men 'had been released by a Justice
of the peace. Boh Warden Griffin
Milliners Had Plenty ot Attitude.
and forimr Game Warden Pace H.
Saturday is
for
Otero, are indignant at this action. the merchant..: allerv'thobusy d.iv'rucks
horse
Mr. O'cro stated that the office of and livery
sial.l.s are filled wit;i
game warden had
handicapped horm s and rins and lb..- town put on
by local officials, who turned prison-t- s a metro; olitan
attitude. The millinafter an arrest and convic- ers had iiioio iban
tion hud been secured, and said that Bethel (O.) Journal. ihelr share.
hi th
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A GRICAT

and you can rely upon It. as we hve not failed before, that yoor
nioney la not thrown wy. We nve also rented hundreds of nous;:
by oJr want ad. as well as sold nearly everything we have adver-tinethrough them.

buy, and

phone

dlr,

ad
t, or call, and

the

r$

15
first c ass ba rbc
Box 177, Las Cruces,
I

per week.
N. M.
WANTED
Two men for dairy farm.
Must bo good milkers.
Apply to

Ap-Tl- y

$8

troit,

DENTISTS.

.Mien.

Good men,

uny number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abra
ham's Emriynient office, 120 Silver
avenue, tinder Elite rooming house
"DESTRUCTION OF SAN FRANCISCO"
Best book; large profits;
act quick. Sample free. Globe
company, 723 Chestnut street, Phil- adjclphla. Pa.
FEMALE HELP.
LADIES Our catalogue explains 'now
we teach hair dressing, manicuring
faciai massage, etc., in Bhorttime.
Mailed free.. Mokr Barber College,
Denver, Colo.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room; rent reasonable. 214 South
Walter street.
FOR RENT OR SALE A tent cheap.
Apply forenoons or evenings at 702
West Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company. Inquire at Room B, Mrs.
Phelan.
EOR
ui she room
RENT Three
houses, modern. W. II. McMillion,
real estate broker, 211 West Gold
avenue.
FOR RENT Five room furnished
house; piano, bath, and all modern
conveniences.
reasonable.
Rent
9o3 Forrester Place.
FOR RENT Highland meat market.
Best business location in the city.
Apply to Charles Conroy, 501 South
Arno street.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
for housekeeping, at 302 South Second street. No invalids or children
desired.
FOR
KENT Two
pleasantly furnished rooms for light housekeeping; electric light; also one room
for lodging purposes. Call on Mrs.
Rutherf rd, 517 South Broadway.
FOR KENT Furnished royms. with
or wiiii ut board, at the Roosevelt
House, 209 ti West Railroad avenue.
Under new management.
Miss F.
WANTED

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
1G, Graut block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Rooms 15 and

mall.

Edmund J. Alger, 13. D. 3.
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. in.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. MUST,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. "Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Ttoth 'phones.
LK.W. G. SHADRACH,
cy

Practice

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Anrlst for Santa Fe coa
lines.
Office, 313Vi
West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
m- -

"undertaker.
Auto, 'phone 31fi.
Colo. Red 115.
A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building. Black

and white hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
AlhuquerquA. N. M. Both 'phones.
LAND MATTERS.
H. W. S. Otero,
QtotA
TTnffoA
PmiHl PntnmlaolnnAr
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land offlco
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T Armljo Building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

Wt

Moore.
FOR" R
St. John's Guild
hall, furnished.
ACCOUNTANT.
F' r terms, apply
to Mrs. A. A.
EXPERT ACCOUNTING
aud
Keen,
Books
Ttntii street and Tijoras aveited, statements prepared. Improved
nue.

uojd avenue.

NEW MEXICO

Citizen office, or telead will appear according tq; your wish.

avenue.

A

JB,,,

ALLOWED

INTEREST

FOR
on
High street, one block of Railroad
avenue, on monthly payments of
$16.
N. Peach & Co., 212 West
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE A. A. Trimble, ;IU7 North
Arno street, has for Rale, settings
of pure bred black Minorca eggs,
Rhode Island Reds, Wihite Plymouth Rocks, Barred
Plymouths,
Brow.i Leghorns, etc. One dollar
per setting.

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

SAT.KAtT-sacrlHceT-

oooooooooo

Thos. K. D. Maddlson,
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117

A. D.

WANTED.
FOR SALE One up to date soda fountain, cheap. Star Furniture Co.,
WANTED Girl
for general house214Wost
work. Mrs. O. N. Marron, D10 Kole-be- r
Tot
WA N TKI

.I'm

capliai end surplus, $100,000

Tele-

offices

....

M W.ilimiaffjM.itfiiiya.ni,

ALBUQUERQUE

the Western Union or Postal
TELEPHONE
graph
for an
T. meascnepr
your
with the cah to The

f
f

p.

WUMaiZ3K3EUmAf.im!Vm

d

i

6--

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word insertion

Matthews' Jersey Dairy.
WANTED Railroad ticket to Chicago or St. Ixutls. Address, with
particulars, R. B. .1.. Citizen.
ALVARADO PHARMACY
WANTED
Position by young lady
stenographer, with experience. AdB H. BRIGGS & CO.. Prop'ri.
dress, "Stenographer," this office.
Both Phones
First and Cold Ave.
WANTED At. oiiop, at 702 Copiier
avenue, a competent girl to do general housework. Good wages.
forenoons. Mrs. Simon Stem.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST WANTED Gentlemen's
secund-hatTclothing. No. 515 South First street,
Full Set of Teeth
south of viaduct. Send address and
$6.00
Gold Crowns
will call. R. J. Swpenev, proprietor.
Gold Filling
$1.50 Up
WANTED Men's washing and lace
Painless Extracting ....50c
curtains to launder. Hand work;
satisfaction guaranteed.
Mrs. Lug
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ton, 411 West Coal avenue.
ANTEED.
WANTED
Good men, tiny number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, tinder Elite rooming house
WANTED Position by refined married lady eg saleslady, trimmer or
B. F. COPP.
seamstress.
Experienced.
Desires
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
wotk at once. Apply to Mrs. Laura
Brown, 512 North Second street.
Phone, red 253, two rLngs.
WANTED Big mall order"-ho- us
lawyers!
wants local assistant as distrlc'
Bernard S. Rodey.
distributer for few counties. Per
ATTORN
Albuquerue
manent work. Salary, $18, pal
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
weekly from home office, and ex
business pertaining to the profession
penses. Expense money advanced
Will practice in all courts of the terriNo investment required.
Address
tory and befote the United State
Standard Company, Coruo block
land office.
Chicago.
Ira M. Bona.
MALL HELP WANTED.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
exN. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions, MEN Our illustrated catalogue
plains how we teach barber' trade
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
quickly by practical experience;
letter- patents, trade marks, claims.
mailed free. Molcr Barber ColR. W. U. Bryan.
lege, Denver, Crlo.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National WANTED Cajiahle salesman to cover
Bank building.
New Mexico with staple line; high
commissions wiith S100 monthly
E. W. Cobson.
.
position to
advance. Permanent
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
rig'iit man. Jess H. Smith Co., De
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

Office,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

) YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
Jr If so, we can secure ft for y0o bY a small
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

SATISFACTION
W1IKN
TAKING MEDICINE;
TO KNOW EVKUY
QUANTITY, QUALITY AND
INGREDIENT IS PERFECT, AND
THAT
THEY ARE ACCURATELY COMPOUNDED.
IF YOU WILL INVESTIGATE OUR METHODS OF DOING BUSINESS, YOU WILL
CONFIHAVE
PERFECT
DENCE IN EVERY PACKAGE
HEARING OUR LAPEL. THE
LAHEL THAT INDICATE
THE"
MEDICAL
BEST IN
MERCHANDISE.
I

MAY 6, 1908.

I

itvt" t

of Security

one-hnl-

OrYlaJal

rrP!

a

SATURDAY,

a

sys'ems
installed. Twenty years'
FOR SALE.
experience.
guaranSatisfaction
teed. George II. Browne, 110 South FOR SAI.i;'carnation plants. Apply
CKi Fist Railroad avenue.
Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE AH "kinds of housenoTTI
VfcTERNINARIAN.
furniture, r.nl South Fourth street.
I."
FOR St
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
ill I..IU in rumnaib
Office, 424 North Second street.
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
I'll, m a Auto.. 311: Colo.. Black 35.
nroauvvay.
Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
FOR S T. - - Fresh Jersey cows, at
Kelly's,
live and one-hamiles
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
sou'h of it y.
A. L. Morgan.
FOR SALE Small
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
at a baritaln. T. L. McSpadden, 00
Toil AND BUILDER. Estimates are
South I'.roHdway.
cheerfully furnished: job work solic- FOR SAi.i: - ('.(Mid
businiss i, rotpertv,
ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
two bus on West Railroad av I'll'le,
911 North
AlbuquerSecond street,
inquire at French Bakery.
que, N. M.
mi

SALE

FOR

A

With Ampla Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

double-ba- r

first-clas-

reled,
shotgun; bran new
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen ot
Dee for particulars.
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
FOR SALK- - -- Household goods. 417
West Lead avenue.
Second-hanFOR SALE
buggy,
7eny, harness and saddle. W. H.
Mc.Mlllion, real estate dealer. 211
West Gold avenue.
FOllTsTU'iTwo sets ot iiilvlng,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter.
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
FOR SALE A
Barbershop
at a bargain. It is the best shop
in the best location, with the best
trado in the town, with tho best
future of any town In the southwest. Write at once. E. D. Williams, Ias Cruces, N. M.
FOR SALE $25,000 raucn at a bargain; will take small property in
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
South Hroadwav.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Are you Interested in mines? I have some
said t0 be good deals. Talk with
me T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-wa- y.
first-clas-

1

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits
New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; Y
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, ' George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE

s

FOR SALE A large nit rcant.ile business, enjoying a most excellent
trade, and controlling business for
a lare scope of country; or will
sell half. Can engage in the sheep
and cattle business; also gristmill.
Good bargain for some energetic
man with from $t',,000 to $S,000 to
invest. Call at The Citizen office
frr particulars.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
TO'EXCHANGE fhave '.o'me'Vanches
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
McSPADDEN The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
TO EXCHANGE I have property in
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway
LOST.
LOST

Lady's fountain pen. Finder
return to Citizen office and receive
reward.
LOST $50 bank note on Railroad
avenue or Second street. Reward
of $25 if returned to Citizen office.

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Offlcr and Director.

........

,.,

JNKMcKEE

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

,.

.

H. F. RAYNOLDQ

V. 8. DEPOSITORY.
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

.

mm.

$500,00040
$250,000.00

Depository for Atchison, Topeka ft 6anta Fe Railway Company
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YOUR ACCOUNT

IS WELCOME

AT THE

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant.
Wo take every precaution
to
guard the interests or our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its lofflcers.
O. N. MARRON.
WM.
E. A. MI ERA.

DIRECTORS.
FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN.

I. A DYE.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

0O00COXCO0OOX

AGENTS WANTED.
C5CvC50O4KI4K CTi m
WANTED Men in eacn state to; U "OLD
RBLIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1171
travel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept, S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
A GEN TS WAN TEDSan
FraruTlsco
earthquake disaster; thousands kill
ed and injured: $500,000,000 worth
of property destroyed. Full and authentic story told by survivors and
eye witnesses. Largest and best
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Orocerla
Wilt; best illustrated; 80 per cent
In the Southwest.
pront to agents;
freight paid;
credit given; outfits free. Send 4
two-ceAND
stamps for postage. Address Cooper & Co., 134 Lake street,
Chicago, 111.
KAIL.I DAD AVENUE
ALBUQUERUE, N. at. Q
SALESMEN WANTED.
04KD
WANTED Salesman, experienced in
any line, to sell general stores in
A FONDNESS FOR WATER.
New Mexico.
An unexcelled speis nn inborn tract with civilized man
cialty
proposition.
Commissions
especially Is it commendable when
and $35 weekly for expenses. The
coupled with a fondness for cleanliContinental Jewelry Co., Cleveland,
ness. Modern plumbing now offers
Ohio.
every improved facility for the full
exercise of this virtue in luxurious
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
baths; but It does more, as it gives
perfect sanitation to house drainage;
so thnt the evils of sewer gas, foul
odors and other sources of disease are
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, .Horses
done away with. But only modern,
wagons ana otner cnattets; also on
sanitary plumbing can do this the
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
work done by the Standard Plumbing
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
and Heating Company Is tho kind.
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Standard Keating & Plumbing; Co.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods reBoth 'Phones:
Colo., Red 284; Automain In your possession. Our rates
matic, 671.
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
AND
LUMBER
Rooms S and 4. Graut T.ldg.
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
BUILDING
Always
PAPER
31i West Railroad Ate.
Covers more, looks best, wear
PRIVATE OFFICES.
et0!s'er.
longest,
'm.
most economical, full
Open Evenings.
measure.
Paint, Glass, 9ash Doors, ft
GROCERY
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

O 04KD40G004K40

L. B. P U TN BY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions

FARM

FREIGHT WAGONS

DKKKZ?04KD00C30000

I'M

-- ML

.m

Mon

J.

NATIVE

C.

BAIiDRIDGli
CHICAGO

Cxi

AND MEAT MARKET
FOR SALE.

lf

--

se

FOR S. !. i
rugs-"aKhUI
rTHi
Not if as Rich as Rockefeller.
diM:es;
:i:wed fruits of all kinds.
If you had all tho wealt'h of RockeJnquire in :,ni South Fourth str. ot.
feller, the Standard Oil magnate, you
SALE OR T R A D E A g oo d busicould not buy a better medicine for FOR
ness- for city property.
T. L.
bowel complaints than Chamberlain's
!,i..
ort Smith Hroadwav
Colic, fit 1( ra and Diarrhoea Remedy.
ti.i; A tniU'iouie iljr ii:..i."i
The most eminent physician can not FUE
Diane. ': flno condition and almost
prescribe ;i better preparation
for
a. a bargain.
For parties- colie an I diarrhoea, l)th for children
lat
tit this office.
Jiid adults. The unifor rnsuccess of
A drug stoic in goolTTt
this n nie.ly has sliown it to be su- FDR
lie
r. L. Mcbnad- a snan.
perior to all others. It never fails,
'
nth
and when reduced with, water aud
swee'ened, it is pleasant
to take. SELL. I ; I". X T O R TK A DE i.i st your
proper; v with T. L. McSpadden, 300
Every family should be supplied with
it. Sold by all druggists.
South Rreadway.

Building for sale or rent.
A PAYING

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
110 West Gold Avenue.

Mc-St- i.

I

y.

Notarial
VERY

work

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

PROPOSITION.

-i-

(

RY.

and

conveyancing.

LOW RATES TO BOSTON,
VIA LAKE SHORE.

One fare plus $1 for round trip.
Good going June 2, 3, 4 and 5; return
limit by extension, June 30.
Wrlto
A. C. Burrows, T. P. A.. Tenth and
Walnut streets, Kansas City, Mo., for
full particulars.
Warren J. Lynch,

l'as.senger Traffic Manager, Chicago.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

SATURDAY, MAY

'ALliUQUERQtTE

5, 1908.
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NAVAL PEOPLE

FRIGHTENED IN

!Fjn?EE

BEELE FRANCE
Annnvmnite

TcJllS

nuviij iiiuuj ottcrc nil
ltain of Ships by
I

RiiEUSUS

FIMIEIE

Subject to the perfection of our plans now under way, we
will give an option on any lots, not previously selected, in

Emmissaries.
CHINESE

FMIEIE

MONKEY

w ff w i

Recently Added to the London
Zoological Garden-Oth- er
Readable Things.
Pari, May Z. It is reported, on
good auihuriiy, that the naval auare receiving constantly,
thorities
threatening letters from sailors of
views. A warning thus
reached the government that the anarchists of Toulon were boasting that
they hud elected MX men from among
the teamen, engine room hands and
gunners on board of each battleship
and cruiser of the Mediterranean
Bquadixm, who had taken an oath to
render the ships useless at a given
signal by tampering with some vital
part.
It Is said thai: these men have beta
directed to steal ammunition when
possible and cause explosions. Special
measures have been taken by the
naval authorities to prevent the carrying out of these plans. The torpedo
lieutenant of every ship has been ordered to keep all detonators and cartridges and caps under lock and key
In his own cabin. All suspected per.
sons are closely watched.

Airy

A

good until

iIAY 1Sth9 without any deposit or obligation

on the part of either the buyer or seller.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM9T
OFFICE:

r

M. W. FLOURNOY,

President

H. B. FERGUSSON,

and Treas.

Vice-Pre- s.

Secretary

hkbeesb

nEEtaBZaSSERESE!

MONKEY IN
LONDON FROM CHINA.
Liomlun, May 5. A fine specimen of
the Ohiiik'se Kheusus money, an ex-

D. K. B. SELLERS,

In the First National Bank Building

9 South Second Street

VALUABLE

CC

the most fashionable garniture, Irish,

LINGERIE WAISTS
SILK GOWN IN PRUNE
crochet, Venetian, and Valencennoe,
leading in popularity.
Some times,
two varieties are used In one dress.
You may buy these dresses, which
come all ready to be put together,
and if the dressmaker's price is to
considered, it is certainly much the
New York, May 5. The warm whole rows of buttons up and down crease tho size of the wearer. Flat cheapest way to buy them.
flounces, with scalloped edges, are
For outing suits the white worsteds
weather of last week In New YorK the front and back closing.
Tho long street coat of last sea- - much liked for tho light weight ma- are a great deal usod, and vory smart
brought out the summer fabrics in all
their beauty: and cine Is too bewild- son Is dying the death and those' who terials, and many of these scalloped they are, when mndo with the jaunty
ered with, their many good points wish long coats must follow on a, edges are outlined with a very nar-ne- Ktcn. They are not so unpractical
half length model, most, attrac-- row niching of silk.
Then again, as would appear at first sight, for
to say which Is the best to choose
from. All kinds and descriptions cf tive, Indeed, that Is quite different many of tfie muslin dresses and thoeo thev are easily cleaned and because
fabrics are fashionable, and the vari- from anything that has so far an-- ! of gauze, net, and grenadines, have of their durability may be restored to
ations In styles are as diverse as the peared; and the worst of the matter bands of Irish or Cluny lace, with ex-I- s almost their pristine freshness. The
that tho old coat cannot bo
decorations by means of
old fashioned yachting suit or Bailor
fabrics,
after It. Of course, wo all fully embroidered
lace medallions, dress is now seldom seen, for every
A great many suits for the between
"tailor
season are made of chiffon broad- know that this Is one of these sharp and some of the wide flounces (of the woman now is distinctly
cloth, and aa extreme ly smart cos- little tricks of the designers and same materials as the dress) are made" In all her out door garments.
For traveling there are two matume for the spring and cool sum- modistes, who always try to take for heavily embroidered; again, for those
who wish the dress
mer days was made of this material themselves extra work and pay
for occasions terials that are perhaps above all
when such decorations would be out others most suitable, the English moin which the popular ever present when creating a new style.
The yare
The extra silk coat Is a most prac- of place, an extremely plain skirt and hairs and the Panamas.
ticable and economical garment for blouse, (having only a lace collar and especially fashionable In gray mixTRIM BLOUSE
new outfit, as it can be worn with cuffs, would be In good taste, and tures (gray being the fashionable
color this season) or in gray and
almost any sort of gown, ana lonks quite aa good style
To tho woman who must consider white checks.
Very natty suits of
smart with a skirt to match. It can
also bo made into an extremely ways and means, Damo Fashion has two toned gray checks are shown in
dressy affair bv the addition of lace been good, for she now considers the many dresses with touches of color
collars and cuffs for such formal oc- - thin wash materials as suitablo as tho in the shape of bluee, red or green
casions as receptions or theater more expensive textures. These thin collars and cuffs; and nearly ail the
wear; and in black It. is suitable for fabrics nray be f und in all colors gowns thus made have an extra dec
and weaves, and the range oi price oration or braid either simple or
any and every kind of duty.
There seems to be a penchant for is- f'xim re up, and many pretty ones elaborate, according to tho taste of
decorating
the thin fabrics with may be bought for even lower prices. the wearers.
Tho touch of gold has by ni means
manv tucks of varied sizes around the Thus, with some pieces of lace and
Hkiit ihand run, they must be, but ribbons, picked up at a bargain, you "gone out;" it is with us in tho fold
if fleshy do not have too many, and may 'have, if you can do the sewing; of tissue on the lace blouse; in belts,
KNIGHTS OF THE GRIP
better still, have them running from yourself, a very chic gown for little in part construction of the collar anu
MEET IN HOUSTON, TEXAS
cuffs, and a lino of it amidst the
the belt to tho foot, which will do- - money.
Houston, Tex., May 5. Hundreds
One of the new ways to decorate more sombre colored braids or a
of members of the Texas branch or
summer dress is to drape the faint pattern worked out with its:
Pjune Is tho shade successfully
v(( 7
WHITE LINON STREET DRESS the
the Travelers' Protective Association
bodice with ribbon, in fichu- fashion. shinging glint.
are gathered in this city to attend
used in a handsome sillc gown which
w- silk dress,
you
grow
buying
aro
If
a
more
in
The
ribbons
beautiful
the annual state convention of this
Is modeled on the Trlncess
lines.
every day, and they aro used in ail do not buy a Pongee, for it has now
organization, which opened yesterWhile the silken fabric forms the
sorts of ways, sashes, fichus, girdles, lost all Us prestige; instead get a;
day . for a two days' session. The
frills, flounces, and chous, at the the1 I nssor, which is quite as pretty as
gown, the Alencon lace is used la
local p:st of the organization haj
sheer, and comes with the-- coarse
front of tho bodice.
been preparing everything for the retho empire effect in under ietticoat
In
aro
xpular
so
now,
slU
lhat
threads
most
popular
The
riblon just
ception of the visitors and for their
.and upon the sleeves and in the. bod-Ic- e
used In millinery, are those in black this summer. Or, if preferred, there
entertainment, and the elaborate protrimmings.
This lace Is also of
llurllnghams
Rajahs,
which
most
and
they
stripes,
tho
and white
and
are
gram which has been prepared
most fashionable silks
prune
effective on the little black sailors are by far tho
Uie
color.
organdie
of
The
French
is
that the visiting Knights of
fluest
..
!,
o
'I ho coat effect reaches to the hem
with the addition of a black or white t
.
l"V
tho Grip will have a royal time. A
for a lingerie waist, which lias
a, - 4 used ever
wing or quill standing utralght up at vrij u.uaiiR, in mil. 3 i.'.nih
great Lanquet at the Klce Hotel will
becoming de-the
round yoke ofi the garment und is shaped at tha
in
may
Ingly
stylish.
found
They
be
the side.
waist line by nians of many small
w.t
be one of the most prominent social
I he
fashionable, color
The colored linens are not so fash-jai- l
This coat is outlin ed witi
e,lll)ro(d. tucks.
features of the convention.
Tho
of
shorr
,
v..
uK,a
broad bands of cream colored tafloname as uiey were iasL year, dui cm, s
whiI Kr(MU h
PrPd
most
pasU'I
shades are tho
muse in wuuf uae uoi uecrtxisou of all, tlie
MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
lace
Insertion .are used In extrav feta.
with white flowtrs iirinted agantandprofusion.
one whit in popular favor. One of
The Neapolitan straw which forma
PA.
AT HARRISBURG,
The yoke Is pin
course,
a
Of
shade
darker
the Ideas is the usinir of linen, heavllv ujKin them.
HanLsUirg, Pa, May 5. The anbeing Bt itched by hand. the hat is left in its natural oslor,
tucked,
thee
lnrL-ntmust
itir.,(l
suitable,
,te liril
if one
would be moro
in
fir linl.
nual music festival of the Harrisburg
About the yoke Is the Vallnsertion, the tips upon it being of the cream
worn with skirts f lawn, lace and make the dress do service next tall. while outside Is a frill of the lace. and prune t'nts.
The roses which
Choral Society will bo hold today, at
As the seasom advances
blouses
of
Just a whisper lor the benefit
muslin. Handkerchief linen is more
form a part of tho trimmlug are of
pink
with
The
short,
are
shoves
the Lyceum theater. There will to beoonio trimmer, and fit more closely
keep
.
.,,,,,
,,.,,,..
,
,,
tl(
used than ever; not only are blousos those who, while buying, must
a pale blue which harmonlzees with,
two concerts. The symphony concert to the figure. In this fashion is marie
t
winter in mind. It U said andi u feci 11
imrie of this daintv fabric, but the
other shades.
the
in the afternoon will be given by the a handsome
VWUH'll,
white Japanese silk
tllll
skirts also are equally decorated with those responsible for such things are
Boston Ftstival orchestra, Kmil
waist, which is rich with hand em- e
... . .
red win
it and are covfred with embroidery; my autnriiy-tn- at
" RCTARPI F FW Fl VAl I F
conductor. The program is broidery done in white floss.
M
'
medallions, "set In." are lavishly bader terra cotta, rul.y anu o snacie and; you know the
'.
unusually attractive, and includes
Garlands of dainty flowers outline
and
DLL RIO ARKANSAS
uesd In its make up.
Schulerl's unfinished B Minor Sym- the tucked yoke and appear in the
colorist aro even right now busy, in
Lace is, for the thinner materials,;
A SMALL COAT
phony, the tone poem, "Heath and double pleated panel which Is car-- '
'the midst of arranging for styles, ma-- Transfiguration." by Kiehard Straus, ried to the embroidered stock. The
terials and colora for the coming seaNECESITARAN MUY PRONTO
Alhr.cl; of tho blouse has a shallow
and Dubois' suite "La Farandols."
urn. They also say that suede will
SUMMER GOWN
TRABAJ ADORES PARA EL DE- bert Queenel of New York, the tenor, yoke, which is finished with the
be a popular trimming, which 'has thei SANE Y CULTIVO.
and Carl Webster of lloston, a noted hand work in less elaborate design.
effect of leather. The latter will in!
violincelloist, will be the soloists of Tho top of the sleeves are tucked,
all probability, have a sh wing, for. Se cultivaran 15,000 acres de beta- -'
the afternoon concert.
HEIST
and the same trimming is here used.
winter it, has not. an altogether un- - boles para la AMERICAN
Tho eveuing conceit will be given
stylish effect, though one Is apt tojsiJGAR C'OMl'ANY,
Two soft kid bands of white are
los setnbra- -j
to the production of two choral works used to form the belt. This is wide;
get very tired of it before the season idorcs ea la vecluidad de l.amar,
by the Choral Society. Niels Cade's in the back and narrowed to a point
Is over; and it stamps a dress as the Prowers,
Animas, Rocky Ford,
"The Crusader," and Rossini's "Stal.at in front. Tho bands are Joined by
'one we wore "last time," for there isiManzanoIa Its
y Fowler.
Se neccsitaraa
.Muter,'' have been selected. Dr. Gil- dull .old braid and small gilt but
'no change p;)ssii,b s.) long as thatlclencs do hembres y muchachos para
christ, will be the conductor. Several lone huish it.
bright lea her gleams fov'i as u gam- - trabajar en los campos do betal)eles.
distinguished soloists will assist in
it ure.
I.os s mbra. lores pagaran 13 centavos
Princess stylo w;is used for the skirt,
the production.
Tlie ra west thing in millinery is ihe'por hora a los nuo trabajen por dia,
in combination with a short fancy
por
conratar
acock feather, it is le uitiiiil even iero seria preferiblo
ANNIVERSARY OF BIRTH
Kt n jacket.
The skirt was elabor- its natural state, but tie milliners acre, jiues, los contratos resultan maa
'in
OF FAMOUS NATURALIST. ately btaiib d with three different
1
have tried, at any rate, to impr ve remunerative.!! para los trabajadores.
Ilrooklyn, N. Y.. Mny D. The one in. is of braid, and tin; coat was
peacock I.os trabaja. lores so alimentan a su
e
upon nature, for we
anniversary
.undred any twenty-sixtin the same manner with a
ill all the color.- - of the rain- propia cuenta.
El trabajo principlara
feathers
biit-.of John James Audubon, fancy vest, beautifully embroiderer,
cf the
Hut If your ci.oUui,. should a fines do Mayo. I'ara informarse en
bow.
was
i he
Idinous naturalist,
shoeing in the front. Any handy woa la AMERICAN!
havo brown and red tin vivid green detalle escrlbanse
as usual, list evening, in man could make a very plain cosI ...,n
..u ,,,.ii e. i. ,.,1,,..
it..
l.iii. . ti
:n tume a very dressy atf.iir by this
the Church of the Intercession.
golteros o
I'uiation, you aro In luck. Mr. rea-- Colorado. Trabnjadores
i
t
ruSTV
Washington Heights. Audubon lived means, and braiding is so easy to
:
y',y
'(,-- '
famllias llcgando al vallo aproximad- f:..H
i.'
'i'k can supply for y ur hut forwithout
in Washington Heights, and, at one ;nii ou that Hi. verii bt amateur can
,
our amento el dia 20 do Mayo, procuraraa
irTrlv-.-'y
aid
'any
fi.i'l.rs
Just
the
w
time, owned the land uhi which ihe soon learn to do it.
."''ji- - :'', sir hat. .;;iid you must ask rim for halt tamblen trabajo ventaJoBo.
mmoiiioi-.several
chiii'ih stands.
Veiling is anoilur material that is
AMERICAN REET SUGAR CO.
bis tail, as to be quite in style you
f
ad.lrc.-se.
wi re delivered.
t
very
Rocky Ford, Colo.
much worn, from
barli
ie
Tl'-lis- f
need at. least six or mo' of t,.. no.1
'.r.ti3
S.
soft,
in
weaves to lb so silky and
AMERICAN RKET SUGAR CO.
ding "eyes" to wave fro.
ILLINOIS REPUBLICANS HOLD
Lamar, Colo.
and. al'hough made on the
chape au.
STATE CONVENTION. finish; lines
as the heavier goods,.
The sailor hat is so ery popular
Spr.ngf.ei.l. 1.1., May a The largest branling is seldom seen on them as
Twenty
Year
Sciatica
After
Cured
f
it
already,
that one is h!iihi tired
ii ,i of Mack niolro silk is formed
n p til l. can Mate convention ever held a trimming,
of Torture.
with a
Irish cr bet lace is
ing a much too heavy;
go.Ml deal
it need
a
stylish
be
to
and
designed
at
for wear with
was called to order
gown of silk , mi all eoat
A
in Illinois
For more than twenty years Mr. J.
p'yni.in;
baud u; on .'i v, hi'e lition
Folds of velvet,
shown in i: method of
gown.
-l
y.st
The form of decoration.
This coat Is of onginalitv
:.:;!
here
in tte green. T.ii' a
the
"K.ny" Is if (b iicati
short
'). or jo:; i union i., iir
street
costume.
The
com
ome
tt.
tucks,
are
"
plaitiiiifs.
They
have
silk,
decora
and
nun's
in.
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1.&S2.
,r.-ban a
ly mo!.extends
m much desired.
nea polls, Minn., was tortured by
total nuir.'er ,1 delegates
lmost
entirely w bio sly uld.-- .
ja Ke; is composed
the
appropriate
morv
for
m,)n
considered
'hi li-- i in front, below the
shaped bret.lle.-.- .
The forenoon Kslon was devoted to garniture of the veiling dres-i- ; yet, if of th elace, the liuon being iiM-- as a is
viatica. The pain and sufferlns
ured by
Catherine
osee
e. and i he high middle of Ihe back, and the full
which he endured dur' lg this time 1st
the UMial preliminaries of a conv
in the und. r arm pieces, The labile of
foundation
they
usually
are
made
street,
the
for
, ud
in the center of the foieIwyoml
comprehend Mi.
ttit.l after a shen time a leecs.s with th- - Kt u j icket or boh oo.
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Nothins
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'The
A Mountain of Cold
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not
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Indeed,
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Fashion
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I'alm Halm,
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M:s
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te.l that the coiiv.n that
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the
solid bands
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or
lace
Jacket,
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sort
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the pain and made sleep am!
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in a running sore on her leg. which bad rest possible, and les than ono tottlo
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monkey of
tremely rare hairy-eare- d
the macaqui family, has been added
to the collection at the Zoological
Garden. It was In 1868 that the first
specimen arrived In the Gardens, the
then superintendent, the late A. D.
Bartlett. noticing that It differed from
all other monkeys In many respects,
notably in its powerful build, and the
absence of a tail, took It to lr. J. E.
Gray, of the British Museum, who
described it as new to science. It
live! for two years In the gardens,
and when It died its skeleton was ex
amined, with the result that it was
discovered to be not naturally a tail
less animal, but one that had its tall
cut off. While alive an examination
of the animal was Impossible, as it
was too fierce to handle.
The arrival ot a second specimen
In 1880, confirmed the result of the
necropsey on the first, and the third
specimen, which came in 1881, also
had a tail. The Chinese Rheusus is
larger and more powerful than Its
common Indian cousin, and has longer
hair, which is a generally brownish,
yellow, with greenlsn tinge, anu
shade of red on the flanks. The face
Is pale flesh color. In the winter the
coat becomes very dense, to protect
the animal from the rigorous climes
of Its haunts. It? habits, like those
of most Chinese wild animals, are but
little known, but they are probably
similar to those of the common
Rheusus.
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Lqs Vcfas Ex pes israelii
Campbell

A fine stream of water was struck on the
Yogas, nt a depth of only
twelve feet. This farm, which lies three miles out, on
the hlfih mesa east of has Vegas, was given to the
Campbell people by the trustees of the Las Vegas prant,
and contain 640 acres. The finding of a good flow of wa
ter so near the surface on this high mesa land, Is another
proof that no one can tell what can lie done In New Mexico till after the effort has been made.
The purpose of giving the Motion of land to the
Campbell people is that they may demonstrate the practicalness and profitableness of dry or scientific farming
nthe uplands of the Uis Vegas giant, which grant on
talus many thousands of acres of Just such land.

experiment farm, near Las

The Campbell System Farming association met today at Ims Vegas, and work was begun on the farm. The
power
machinery for cultivation consists of a
Reeves engine and Its gang, comprising plows, rollers,
pulverizers and swd drills, so that the ground is plowed,
pulverised, packed, harrowed and planted all at the same
time and at the rate of 40 ncres a day.
That the Campbell system of dry farming Is a success, admits of no denial. There are seasons In the rain
belt when crops fail for lack of water, and there will be
sections when dry farming will
seasons In the semi-ari- d
fail for lack of water; but the successes of the latter will
equal the successes of the former. In fact the Campbell
eyatem has the advantage and will show the fewer failures, from the fact that the rain-be- lt
failures are due to
scarcity of water during the cropping season; the Campbell system failures are due to the lack of water duruig
the whole year. This arises from the fact that the Campbell system means the conservation of the whole year's
rainfall and its application to Uie growth of the crops;
and there are five proballlitlcs of rain scarcity during the
cropping season where there are two probabilities of a
drought during the whole year;
The experiment to be made nt Las Vegas can hut
redound to the lenefit of the entire territory, and the
trustees of the grant not only showed themselves to be
men of broad minds and large public spirit, but they have
earned the lasting gratitude of every one. no matter
where he may be, who has the prosperity of New Mexico
at heart.
'

WorEl

One Mara

In 1881, Booker T. Washington began the Tuskegce
Industrial Institute. It is said that all the aid he had was
an abandoned church, a henhouse and a blind mule. The

Institute opened with thirty pupils and one teacher.

Ala-

bama appropriated $2,000 for the work and increased It to
$3,000 in 18S3. A site of 100 acres was presented by
northern contributors, and in 1SA3 the Tuskege, Institute
was incorporated.
Its community now numbers 2.1U",
including 156 teachers, officers and employes. It has
forth 6,000 men and women skilled In various industries,
and many are serving as teachers of the colored race
along the tame lines.
At the close of last year, says the
the Tuskegeo educational plant consisted of 2.3u0 acres
buildings used as dwellings, dormitories'
and eighty-thre- e
class-room- s,
shops and barns. The property, with the
Apart
equipment and live stock, is valued at $S31.noo.
.from this amount is the endowment fund of about $1.0im,-00- 0
and 22,500 acres of public land remaining unsold from
the 25,000 acres granted by Coures3, valued at 135,0OO
The cost of the course per capita is $117. At first, farm
ing was the only industry, but now thirty-seve- n
different
'
trades or professions are taught, and both sexes are ad
mitted. Agriculture, horticulture, dairying and cattle
raising are still leading branches, and the horses and
mules belonging to the institute earn nearly $30,000 a
year.
Globe-Democr-

MarEledl Mcspitalitty

The early CaUforulans, before
Invasion,
were above everything else noted for their hospitality,
Bays the Pittsburg Dispatch. The traveler found a welcome everywhere, not food and bed and tolerance only,
but warm hearts and homes. Fresh clothing was laid out
In his chambers; his jaded horse went to the fenceless
pasture; a new and probably better steed was saddled at
the door when the time came when he must go away. And
in the houses which had it a casual handful of silver lay
upon his table, from which he was expected to help himself against his present needs.
It was a society in which hotels could not survive,
becatiJ6 everv home was open to the stranger. Orphan
asylums w'cre Impossible. The story is told of a man
children of his own and a daily wage of
with fOJift-fi- l
to the,flrtt A"'ericani isti,ce
enty-fiv- e
tnU '.ho
of the peace on th Fiflc coas' for leav 1
Wlon ,he
six children of a de.ceasJ Vcuaintanccwas 10 ,,e
ne
brood
How
inquiring
protested,
the
clal
reply:
supported, he was met with the
nnnl for
"Have you not seen that a hen scratch?s
as
twentyf"
for
chick
fine
-

L"
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Need of R.estraiirtts

One trouble about the investigations that are due i
that there are so many of them. Beef, pil railroad rate
Ciq, electricity, life insurance, wash sales, corporate i it
promotion methods. It may be said without
eiaggeratlon or Hibernicism, that travel Is necessarily so
fast In this country that the railroads 'cannot keep up
.with it, and that more thousands of popple are killed and
injured on our railroads for wftnt of proper material tQ
stand the strain of the fipeij than in all the rest of the
civilized world.
In a clearly traceable sense, that is what is the mat
ter with us morally as well as material)'. We have
our restraints, outrun our precepts. So many
opportunities to seize! It is about all we cau do to reach
out and seize them; and though it is impossible to seize
them all, and thought it is impossible to seize everything,
some individuals have seized more than belongs to them.
That is why wev have to investigate so much. It is
right and necessary to investigate. New York Mail.
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The Iowa club will met. with Mrs.
J. S. KU;erday Monday attorn on.

The new Orleans Picayune in an Interesting review
O
The IXiu .i'eis oi Kebekah met this
of the San Francisco calamity has the following to say
afternoon in their lodge rooms at 2:30
with reference to seismic disturbances in the I'nited o'cl k, in reguijr session.
O
States:
A regular nn'ling of Albuquerque
The first serlriu earthquake known in the United Typographical I'nion No. 301 will lie
States was at New Madrid, Mo., near where that state held tomoriow alti rn. on at 3:30.
ami Arkansas and Tennessee approach each other.
O
n
The Woman's Christian Temperance
KSll there was an extensive disturbance and sinking of
a large extent of country, which was then but sparsely I'nion i:;c; this afternoon at the home
of Mis. H. 1!. Borden, 409 South
settled. It occurred without loss of life, but scjuare .I'M
It U street.
miles of solid land were converted into lakes, In whilst
O
today, down In their clear depths, the trees, standing as
Mrs. J. A. llubbs enterlj.ilncd a
they were before the country sank, ninv be seen
Keel- - small party of friends Friday even-ji- ii
in '.nonor of Mrs. T. V. Decker,
foot Lake in West. Tennessee is here referred to.)
On August ;u, 18St, a very serious earthquake oc- who is soon to leave for California,
where she contemplates making her
curred nt Charleston. S. C, wrecking much of the city future
home.
and destroying the lives of ninety-si- x
persons. It was
O
A regular meeting of
felt through Florida, Georgia and the Carolina and up in
K. Warren'
Test, Grand Army
Virginia.
f the Republic,
California had previously experienced shocks which, 'will le held this evening at 8 o'clock.
while not. serious In their consequences, caused more or A full attendance is desired, as this
less apprehension. It was shown that in tho mountain is the last regular meeting of the post
Decoration Day. liy order of
range of the Sierras there are several extinct volcanoes, ilmfore
J. G. Caldwell, post commander; W.
but while the geologists found earthquakes indications, w. McDonald adjutant.

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts. That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here" a variety
of all the sizes, so that

HJNDERWEAR

I

Every Man May be Fitted.

I

Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

.

j

50c.

the earlier tremblings of the earth were forgotten or dis
fabrics,
A coach load of young people from
regarded, and the people who avoided constructing lofty
buildings had begun to follow the fashion set by Chicago tl10 h8'1 school, chaperoned by gov-anp, al of ,ne teachers, Ieft
at an early
New York.
r fan,c!n'
Fine Clothing and
Naturally everybody wants to know the causes of " "'
.
where they will
the
eart hquakes. and the people everywhere are Inquiring if nickln:T
Furnishings
o!(,'
u th
way.
fashionable
the locality In which they live Is liable to such a visita buostantial lunches were taken aJoiia
tion.
Nobody knows with any certainty the cause of and Uio party will remain out until
i
nil'
these terrible convulsions of our globe. All Is specula- evening.
tion. There may be several causes operating In different
uuen io me r.agies:
od are
ways in different districts. The main theory is that tho
to be present at Bed Men's
interior of our globe Is very hot. Possibly subterranean hall Sunday,
May
6,
l!mt. at
0
water finds Its way into those heated depths and Is conp. m. A suitable vehicle will
verted Into steam, which disturbs violently that part i take us to Falrvlew cemetery
hold
our earth above the explosion. Volcanoes, which are snort services at the grave toof de 0
chimneys providing an escape for internal gases, some- parted brothers. Yours, in I,. T. J.
times get choked up, and their efforts to gain relief pro- and E. Henry Wofcterfeld, Worthy
. E. Grimmer,
resident.
duce earthquakes.
A violent shock communicated to a
Worthy 0
rocky stratum will he felt at every place to which that oecreiary.
rocky formation extends, even if it be thousands of miles.
The Woman's club held thciir reU' 0
Some earthquakes are attributed to tho cooling andjhr meeting in
the Commercial club
shrinking of interior stratification, forcing some of the nunuing yesterday
aiternoon,
at
rocks upward, while others are thrust downward.
which time a very interesting
pro- 0
But while these theories are scarcely satisfactory, It gram was rendered. The contract for
can be said with confidence that earthquakes only occur the erection of a club building on the
where extensive rocky formations are found near the two l:ts on West Gold avenue, re-- 0
surface and upon which towns and cities are built. Any cenitly purchased by the club, has
let, ard work w ill he commenced
violent disturbance to this rocky floor or platform is sure been
upon Hut structure in the very near 0
to be felt more or less throughout its extent.
luLUI C

per garment.

Choice thin Underwear in other good

75 C. to $4.50

per garment.
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h2 Policy of ftMs'Stoipe

The history of other countries contains many gloomy
pages and disasters following seismic disturbances. The
greatest loss of life occurred In Calabria, Italy, in 1"3,
when lOu.euO persons were killed.
The earthquake which visited Lisbon, Portugal, No-- v
:nber 1, 1755, was one of the most appalling and
manifestations in the history of modern times.
.Sixty thousand lives are believed to have been lost in
six minutes. It was All Saints' I Jayand the churches
were Hiled with worshippers, when the rumbling noiso
which invariably precedes a nearthquake was heard. A
few moments passed, and then came a great shock which
threw down tho greater puit of the city before the people
had a chance to escape from the buildings. The sea retired, leaving the bar dry, and then rushed back In a
wave fifty feet high, engulfing part of tho city permanently to a depth of Coo feet. Tho shock was felt In the
Alps nnd on the coast of Sweden. The waves of the
shock reached as far north us Scotland.
South America has been subjected to many, severe
earthquakes... Tlu; City of Carcas, Venezuela, was destroyed by three shocks within a minute in 1812. Quito,
Ecuador, was almost obliterated by an earthquake in
1S5:i.
The city of Lima. Peru, and Its harbor Callao.
were destroyed by an earthquake lu 174G. The latest of
the great seismic upheavals In South America occurred
in 1808, on the western coast, the mountain region of the
Andes from Chili to Ecuador, a distance of over 1,000
miles.
a,
This earthquake leveled the cities of Arica and
Peru, to the ground in a few minutes. ThousandJ
were killed, and many thousands were left starving nmid
the ruins. The city of Caloocha, in the Andes of Ecuador,
and Its In habitants were literally swallowed up by a
gaping mouth opened by volcanic forces, and a lake now
covers the spot where the city stood. The cities of Ibra
and Oltovalla shared the same fate, not one of .their
Inhabitants escaping.
During this tremendous upheaval the actions of the
sea were no less mavoloiia than those of the earth. At
Arica the sea retired from the nhorj line beyond the low
tide water mark, carrying with jt five ships, which were
in the harbor, and then, returning in a great tidal wave,
dashed four of the ships to pieces on the coast nnd car
ried the fifth, the American shin Wateree. two mile ln-- 1
J and. TIip tidal waves created by this earthquake reached,"
to the shores of Australia, and CauHeJ consternation on!
all of the islands of the Pacific.
lu 1822 an earthquake permanently raised 100,000
square nilies of land, from two to seven feet. The city ot
CthOeptiQil Was destroyed In 1835 for tho fourth time, and
300 shoe'ts were felt within three weeks. In 1861 the city
of Mendoia, Argentine Republic, was destroyed and
persons were killed.
It is impossible at present I.) calculate the loss of
life in San I'rancl.co or th damage by flre.Jt will re- -,
quire some time to get even the basis of a rough estimate. The great conflagrations of history, recorded in
the order of their importance, begin with the destruction of London in 1212 and the loss of thousands of lives.
In 18'it London was again burned, and thousands more
of lives were lost. In 1770 a conflagration In Constant!'
nople caused the death of 7,000 jiersons. These thtve
gnat fires were without rivals in their extent until the
Chicago fire In 1 ST , in which 2,124 acres were devastate0
117.150 buildings reduced to ashes, 200 lives lost and
people were made homeless. The financial loss is
In
uivcii variously fioni $1GS,000,000 to $190,000,000.
sixty-fiv- e
I "
acres of buildings burned in Boston, with
a i
of
The Baltimore fire in 1904 swept
ihty blocks, covering lto acres, and destroyed
property value, at more than $50,000,000.
Are-qulp-

Tomorrow, at 2:30 p. m.. Itev. John
R. Gass, Rynodicnl missionary of the
Presbyterian church, will deliver t
baccalaureate
hl;;h school.
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shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

ft.
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Provisions.
5. Following
were
clolng prices:
Wheat May, 61c; July, 7aic-CorMay, 47c; July, 437ifltf4t;c.
Outs May, 3214c; July, 30"xC.
Pork May, $14.92; July, $15 10.
Lard May, $S.30; Jul;', $S.5tU
Hibs May, $8.3i; July, $8.50.
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'FRISCO

To Agents of the Springfield.
As you are vitally interested

in

the

solvency of your companies, wo feel
it but proper to adviso you at the
earliest, possible m.ment that if every
dollar of the published liability of
the Soringfield, in San Francisco
should prove to be a total loss, the
company will be able to pay promptly
and in full out of its net surplus.
We will give you more definite information as soon as obtainable, but
in the meantime you may feel perfectly safe in vouching to your
patrons for the continued solvency
of tho old Springfield,
which has
promptly met Its obligations in every
great conflagration during the past
half centurv. Yours trulv,
A. J. HARDING,
April 2u, 1906.
Manager.
Note The above refers
to the
Springfield Ulre and Marine Insurance company, of Springfield, Mass..
and is locallv represented by A. K.
Walker.
o
Sly vester II. Garcia, agent for complete story of San Francisco earthquake nnd fire. Leave orders at Dries'
drug store, corner of First street and
Gobi avenue.

X.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

t

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad A ve.

KanSdi City Live S.tock.
Kansas City, Mo., May 5. Cattle

Receipts, r.t; market unchanged from
yesterday. Native steers, $3.25ffl5;
southern stin-rs- ,
$3.25 5; soutihern
cow tJ.rieffi4; native cows and lv. It
ers. $2.iiufi 3.25; stockers and fced-Mi- l
Lulls,
3:
tail 4.25: calv. s.
$t!fn;; wostern fed steers. $l.5nji$.25;
western fed cows, $2.50 4.25.
Sheep K.'ceipts, 3d0; market nominally strong;
muttons, $1.30 6.75;
lambs. $5.7.-- 1 Si 7.35; ran (To weihers, $3
ti.Su l, d ewes, $4.25
6.
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

0

quiet and unchanged.

Chicago,

o:
pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
0
pairs misses' and children's fine o

shoes.

0

0

ket steady and unchanged.
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SpeLer,

St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., Mny 5. Wool i;:a:.

.

o
0.

0

quiet, at $5.965.97Vi
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best shoes but it stands
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Dr. M. A. Cas. y, the lecturer, delivered a very stirring and Interesting lecture on the destruction of San
Francisco, to an nudlenco that filled
the large auditorium of the First
Methodist church, list evening. Dr.
Casey was an vy,v, witness to C.ie horrors that prevailed in the Golden Gate
City immediately following the earthquake and fire, and last night gave
his hearers a vivid description
of
some of the sights he wilmcsscd. The
proceeds of the lecture will go t the
relief fund for the assistance
i teau
Francisco earthquake sufferers.
J. J. Kelly, the well known saddler
and harness maker of Sliver City,
wlio attended the Shriners' ceremonial
session and banquet yesterday and
last night, remained in the city today to transact some business and to
meet old friends. He will return
south tonight.

o
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KNOWN JOURNALIST
DIES OF BRAIN PARALYSIS.
l'iti-- l
ii:. I'a., May 5. James Mills,
for more iban thirty yvars editorial
writer on the IMttsburg 1 s
and
pron.iii'
Identified with the press
of this ii y for half a century, died
at.
ARE WOMEN MORE CRUEL THAN MEN 7
today of paralysis of
John I. Iliiiini. in resigning from the presidency of tile bi.tia.
lh' New York Socb-s- for tho rrevention of Cruelty to
Slightly Personal
Animals, has attributed his downfall in that institution to
Joint (."arson went to Whitewell and
the opposition of cruel women who come to tho meetings saw his gir and said she looked so
of the society wearing aigrettes of the plumage of birds sweet he (nild hardly
keep from
that are obtained by the death of tho mother bird and the llcki.i her.
A certain youiiR
man sard Miss
starvation of the brood."
is the handsomest
On this solid foundation of fact Mr. Haines feels se- Zenia L.k kliart
young la iv in Ground Hog Hollow.
cure in t xjiri's.sing the opinion that women are, "as a sex,
Miss
Land said Tom Long was
more cruel than men." All eyes have seen the woman the lily i.f Sagegrasstown.
with the bird on her hat. She wears this particular badge
Miss
Cheek is piecing quilts.
of her cruelty whi te it cannot escape being seen and for
Htirk hownnan is hanging his hat
porch.
tin' sole reason i ha; it may be seea. Hut is it iut unfair on John Vanhoosor's
i i i nn.)
News.
to condemn women as utterlv cruel because of this one

San Francisco Chronicle: ltightly or wrongly. tui
white man is unwilling to work side by side with the
Asiatic. This has been conclusively proved in Hawaii.
IMsliking Asalic
he naturally grows to dislike and despise the customary labor of the Asiatic and
there speedily follows a dislike of and a contempt for all
labor. That this result is actuuly visibe hi Hawaii, a
glance at the official reports Is sufficient to show. It is
Impossible to label any particular branch of work as inferior without tainting all work. It is impossible to employ the labor of serfs without at Uie same nine creating
a wretched anil despised community of those who are not
serfs by birth, but who have been driven by hard fortune
or by natural disabilities into serf association. That is
to say, Asiatic serf labor implies the "poor white" element, and the evils and the miseries of this have been so
well proved in the south that only the sheerest and the
most Irresponsible foliy would be willing to inaugurate
ao disastrous an experiment in California. The "poor
white" element that has so far been created on the l'acjtle
coast has taken the evanescent form of the tramp. We fault?
do not want to make a permanent institution of It.
all, I: is not o much a fault as a frailty. WoAft'
men's vanity is an overpou ering passion, and if they
New Mexican: The coal camp of Dawson In Collax must feed it wit'i (lie
birds, are
plumage of
county is becoming one of great importance. About l.l'io they any worse than men who glut inurderel
greed upon the
their
men are now employed and a thousand coke ovens are fruits of other men's
toil? Cruelty Is really
under construction, 350 of which have been completed. a very infrequent vice among women. Even
Within ten years, this commonwealth, no matter under is far from being universal. It is impossible not to rewhat name, whether it be New Mexico or Arizona, bids member that tin1 whole structure of the movement on
fair to rank among the greatest coal producing .sect ions behalf of humanity to all creatures, which
has reached
of the United States.
greater proportions in this country than in any other land
is founded in the first
on the
'Koswell Record: In fact, Texan predominate in the of the American women.Instance
It would be interesting to know-ho1'ecos valley. At Carlsbad there are fifteen candidates
far the S. I. c. A.
ever have profor county offices. Kvery one of them is a Texan and gressed in this country movement would
but for the inspiration and enno matter how the election may go, Texas will win!
thusiasm that have come from women.

is to clean up stock
once yearly and onen
season with new goods.

0

address at the Mniaul
Class day will bo held
on Monday, May 7, at 7:30 p. in.; the 0
jun-.orectptic n to seniors on Wed
nevday. .May 9, at 8 p. m and commencement exercises on Thursday. 0
.iuy ju, at z p. m.
lie class colors
are cardinal and white and class
Howcrs, white carnations.
0

10,-tu- iit

12,-Oi-

.

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

o:

o

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champasme, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distrlbutort
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue sd
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlc.

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains

0. W. Strong's Sons

One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (al-

most new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
(almost new); 2 Calb
Fox,
graphs; 1 Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
Tho above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
s.
new. 6tock of Underwood
We guarantee these machines to be just as represented,
and they can bo bought at real
bargains.

STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Larbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS

typo-writer-

G. S. RAMSAY,
401

West Railroad Avenue.

JEMEZ HOT

Carries

the

SPRINGS

United

tod

N. Second St.. Both

201-21-

Phone,

i

Grand Central Hotel

STAGE LINE

States

mall;

only lice with a change of stock eo
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING. ASK
J. D. EMMONS. THE FURNITURE LIVERY. SALE FEED AND TRAN
route; good rigs, horses and driver;
FKR
STABLES
MAN.
leaves Albuquerque every Mondaj
Hornet and Mules bought and ei rig
Wednesday and Fridav at 5 a. m. Fo
changes
BASE BALL SUNDAY
25c.
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
UFT TURNOUTS IN THE CIT?
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J
EVERY COPY OF THE CITIZEN
Seoond street, between Railroad nrt B BLOCK. Proprietor.
Perea. N. M
Copper iTontiM
THIS WEEK IS WORTH $1 TO YOU.
ASK J. D. EMMONS,
THE FURNITURE MAN.
ELITE CAFE

:.
' '

r'"-i,--

b. rT

'.

4.
i

.
F

I,

h'
3

n i

1 u.

fe
B.l-

lt."'
III..
uo.v.

Highland Jersey Dairy.

BA&E

BALL SUNDAY

25c.

GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
OF THE CITIZEN WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
IS WORTH $1 TO YOU. ASK J. D. SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
EMMONS, THE FURNITURE MAN.
Colo, phone, Jlk. i'J.
1500 S. B'way.

EVERYCOPY

Large-

-

Mry Rooms. Prcet Very Rea
onable.
MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE,

Proprietor.

'

SATURDAY, MAY'S,
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PLEA OF PRISONERS

Judge Abbot Hands Out
Justice to the Guilty
With Gratuity.
PLAINTIVE

thre

and took all the money.

JOTTINGS FROM

Mr. Wilkerson is fighting my case for
nothing," was tho prisoner's plaintive

BEFORE THE BAR

CRAY MAKES

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

APPEAL

appeal.
"We'll make the penalty $25 and
cost nnl suspend execution for three
months, during which time we hope
to h (ir fuun you. Xow, be & good

Keeper James
Goes to Jail For Insulting a Woman.

the

pris-

oner's grateful reply.
It will be remembered that Gray
swindled a numlwr of merchants on
a scheme which he and a man named
Morris worked, by representing themselves as representatives of the N&--njmopiAllrmul Cnmnii.rc Inl Trn
tion, souring mimvs n a petition to'
be presented to the Western Tassen- association, favoring the inter- changeable mileage books. O. N.
Marron, of the Southwestern Brewery
and Ice company, was the prosecuting
w itness
against Gray. The latter
leniency from the court by no
tusing to. accept his freedom when
llaca broke Jail a few

WATCHMAKER

GETS

l

n
I

A'.ll,
U tlUtrV,

t
n.
Jlit
M

Church of Immaculate
Conception.

SIXTY DAYS

AU

LAKlit ILAlJ Or DOT)

and

Go-Ca- rts

Christian Church Located on tho
northeast corner of Gold avenue and
linu.tway.
Rev. i;.
Crawford,
pastor. Services tomorrow morning,

U

lilt

H

PAGE

QhurchS

MUNION TOMORROW

Restaurant

Thee were Julgo Abbott's closing

renin rks.
"I thank yon, Judge," was

FIRST HOLY COM-

POLICE CIRCLES

ci.tlr.en."

CITIZEN.

FIVE.

Carriages

For the youthful heir, In original
and novel designs, are among the
lately arrived goods. We have them

only.

Christian Science Services at 11
o'clock in the Woman's Club rooms,
C,,1,111orclal clnl building, corner of
lllKLX Fourth street and G. Id avenue. Sun- day school at 9;4".

..Prettily Upholstered.,

i

O

Moun-itn( Baptist)
Hclden Mission
When police court convened this
Tomorrow inorninK a veiv pn-ttmorning three victims wci-with all modern Improvements,
lirmknil
devotional ceremony will be held taln road and Seventh street. Sun-afor hearing, but one, arrested for
the church of the Immaculate Om.!'-'- - "f1"1 t 3 P. m. l'rea.hlngp. by
rubber tired and patent back ad111.
i,ls intoxicated, had not sufficiently cept Ion.
ell at .i:30
chll.," 'v
fdnxa of twentv-fon- r
ednes-a- t
sobered up to allow of a hearing anil r.n, boys and girls about 12 years Woman's circle at 3 p. in.
justing
device.
7:4." n. in.
Prayer meeting
his case went over until tomorrow f age, will receive for the first time ',la'3
schK)l
p.
Sewing
m.
morning.
at
Holv Communion, from t'.ie hands of "arwaj.
OUR PRICES ARE THE
(j ji jamfM w.,0 conducts a
Rev. A M. Mandalarla. S. .1.. in the Saturday,
on
street,
was presence of their parents, relatives,
South First
tatirant
LOWEST.
St.
Episcopal Church Corarraigned In police court this
friends and a large congregation. In- ner bfJohn's
aveSilver
Fourth
and
street
I1R on complaint of Mrs. W. H.
deed, the church will be too small to
Holy communion at 7:30 n. m.
ugo.
lor, employed heretofore, in the Jones' accommoda'e even standing, all those nue.
restaurant, who stated to tho court who wish to see the prettiest func- Sunday school at 10 . in. Hixly communion and sermon at 11 a. in. Ev
that Jones hail early this morning tion of the year. The music of the en,
UNIVERSITY BOYS
ng prayer, (n account or tho
abused her with the vilest of Ian- - high mass, which will lectin at 7
at 4 p. in. All s ats free.
DPFFAT Kuage. Several witnesses were heard, o'clock, will lie furnished by the ImMFT
,1LLI ULl
A. G. Harrison, rector.
all of whom corrobrated Mrs. Taylor's maculate Conception choir.
'statement after which Jones was call- 0
Father Mundalarl will be celebrant,
First Presbyterian Church (Elks' k 308-31- 0
AT HANDS OF HUSKY FARMERS ed to the stand.
Ave.,
so- opera house.)
Boy's
by
Sanctuary
N. M.
tho
assisted
Services at 11 a. m.
PARK WHO WIN
He made a strenuous endeavor to ciety. After tho holy communion,
OF MESILLA
and 8 p. ni. Rev. Ruip, jiastor of
BY A SCORE OF 82 TO 26 IN reach the witness stand without fall- mid at the end of mass, the happy Grace Reformed church, Northamping, and Just succeeded.
POINTS.
children will repair to St. Mary's ton, Pa., will preach ln the morning.
you're
"Jones,
drunk,"
exclaimed little
i conquerors field.
hall, where they will be treated to a In the evening there will be a union
Yesterday on the
j,oip(, Judg(J Crawfordi
breakfast, prepared by their moth- sen-ice- ,
at which the Rv. Barron
the University of New Mexico track, ..NozZPr.. yor ,,onor. Just drlnkln, ers,
who will even wait on them. will deliver tho baccalaureate
adteam went down to defeat before the
a1
ceremony
will
of their enemies, the. -- Veli; what have vou got to sav for With this, tho morning
onslaughts
dress to the students of die Univerann to "ash aml lron- - Send your
"farmers" of the Agricultural and yoltrBelf ln rPforence to Mrs. Tavlor's tiobc.
sity of New M.xlco. Sunday school
u01100
airt,MaJsts and
to us. We will laundry them cor
Presses
3 o'clock, the
at
afternoon
In
the
Mechanical college, at Mesilla Park, charges
at
m.
a.
Christian
.Endeavor
9:45
asked'
at
against
vou,"
his
rectlv and will deliver them to you in, a nice hex they will not be
ftanie children 'and the congregation 7 p. in.
in the dual spring meet, by the de- - honor.
Stranger welcome. Rev.
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
cTsive score of 82 to 26.
"Xu'sshin' 'tall." responded Jones, will assemble again In the church for Hugh A. Cooper, minister.
Back of Postofflce.
Alvord and Allen of the University thlckly "you asker questions an' I'll tho renewal of their baptismal vows.
O
Call the Red Wagons.
Highland Methodist Church LocatAft'.r the renovation of vows, a soldid good work, landing firsts in the anRher- - whassher wanter know?"
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.
hurdle race, ..j want tJ know lf yo.ve got $15 emn benediction will bring to a close ed B 312 South Arno street. J. M.
pole vault and
and 880 yard run, but in every other to pay vour flne refortPj ,iie Judge, tho happiest day of this year's first Sollie. pastor. Sunday school a 9:4.)
event the husky farmers walked away highly "incensed,
if you communicants'. Following is the list a. in. J. 1). Emmons, sitiierin'er. U vt.
"because
lYe.iching at 11 a. in., by the
a
""&" haven t you go to Jail for fifteen of mimes:
uuui mc fuiwioiijr w
Hubbell, Louis
Boys Frank
W. S. Huggvlt,
of Gillup. .S'
thev were tied
days."
run, which he
Montoya,
John
Nestor
Allen, In tho
cf tho Lord's Supper ad..''
Jones became highly indignant,
at 2:30 p. m. Love fcas'
made in 2 minutes, 14 seconds, low stated that he appealed from the O liughlln, Richml Hrennan. Walter
by the Rev. W. IV Claytc ... A
ered the territorial record for this judge's decision, became so noisy and Wihlte, Richard Lchrman and Raymissionary rally will be held in t ie
distance, ronowing ure me eveuLa, boisterous that It took the combined mond Espinosa.
Days.
with winners, records, etc:
Girls Agnes Hogan. Lucy Baca, tCiurch at 8 p. m., In the service of
efforts of two policemen to remove
Attorney
According to District
Trosello, which many will bo expected to :"?
(Xote Agricultural and Mechanical nlm fronl the Cullrt room to the clty LucllLo Truswell, Josie
Clancy, Apodaca struck a. citizen of college designated as (A), University dungeon, where he still languishes, Georgia Luntz, Julia Keleher, Mar- tart. Strangers made welcome.
geoDuranes on th,?i head with a
of Xew Mexico as (U.)
garet Schmltt, Sofle Yrlsarri, Ijorraine
sobering up.
Baptist Church Sunday school at
logical specimen Just what kind, lie
100 yard dash Patterson (A.), 1st;
Ass?lln. Vlona M. Morris, Ruth Simdid not know. The wound Inflicted, Miller (A.), second; Alieu tu;, sa.
Carculano Contrazes. with n pen pler, May lAwler. Alma Miers. May 9:50 a. m. Organ prelude. IntroducI
of St.
though of little consequence, was one T me. 10 5 seconds.
chant for whiskey and bicycles, was Plot, Mary A. Spring, Florence Dunn. tion ti Mendelssohn's Oratorio by
the will receive
(A.), 1st; taken Into onstoiiv Inst nlirht nflep
Paul, "Holy, Holy, Lord, God,"
High Jumn Graham
that might in tome cases prove fatal.
'
hymn,
3d.
to
Invocation,
(A),
congregation.
guilty
Redding
pleaded
had
Stoneking
(A),
2d;
prisoner
rl(linK
off two wheels from ln front of GRAND BANQUET
The
scripture reading and prayer. Solo,
assault, and battery, and had thus Record, 5 feet, 4 Inches.
avenue.
stores
cu
different
Railroad
,,
Sweetly, Solemn Thought," by
Pole Vault Alvord (U). 1st; Alle-jjthrown (himself on fhe mercy of the
poC(? cfmrt this morning he was
LAST EVENING "One
Mr. B. H. Colllster. Organ offertory,
court. Apodaca is the same, who at man (A.), 2nd; Elllcott, (A.), 3d. fin0(1 yt for bpnR drunk, no charge 6f
from Stahat Mattr.
Anthem by the
larceny being filed against him.
this term of .court, had been acquit- Height, 9 feet, 3 inches.
1st;
(A.),
220 yard dash Miller
Indalesio ' Viilalobos, the "village WITH DANCING, WOUND UP BAL-LU- choir, "Oh, for a Closer Walk Wlui
ted on tho charge of rape. In both
eases it was plainly evident that drink Mata (A.) 2d; Sullivan (A), 3d.:wolr.. was takcn ,nto cust0liy
ABYAD TEMPLE SPRING God." Sermon at 11a. in., by George
23
H. Givans, delegate to the Methodist
Iterday on complaint of two Italians
had really been the disturbing cleSESSION.
CEREMONIAL
100 PER CENT SATISFACTION
(A.), w!lo stateii thnt. Viilalobos, a watch-1s- t;
hammer Redding
district conference. Organ postlude,
ment, and was tire, primary cause of
l
"March." Mrs. Rosa Futrelle-GldooKearney (A.), 2d; Bouts (A), ,n;litr in old Albuquerque, had taken
Apoilr.ca's downfall.
spring ceremonials of the
The
Is locked up In every box of White
from each of them a watch to repair
Abyad temple, Albuquerque Mys- Is organist end T. Y. Maynard, chor"What did you strike that man 3d. Record. 123 feet, 4 iaches.
Allen (U), 1st; an(1 that u,,(m them asking for their tic Shrlners, came to an end last ister. There will be no evening serv220- - yard hurdles
Elly cigars until you pry open the
for?" queried the court.
Heald (U.. 2nd; Stoneking (A.), 3d. wa(f,lu,8 BOIUO dayi) atl,r jie informed Right with a banquet, which for ele- ices, all Joining In the University
"An old score," was the answer.
Just happened? Streak bl
Time, 28 5 seconds.
them that ho had lost the watches. gance aivl elaborateness of appotni-metv'- services at Elks' hall.
"Had J'OU been dnr.King?"
luck? Nay, nay. And say it three
o
Discus Kearney (A.), 1st; Redding This seep.s to be a favorable method
anything in this
surpai-se"Yes, sir,"
,
Located
Congregational Church
(U.), 3d. Record, '()f VilKiobos' for acquiring
2d; AUcu
times and you'll tell the truth thrice!
time line that the Shrlmcrs have hereto"I wonder If von realize that you
ileces. as several other complaints fore undertaken, after which dancing on Broadway lit the east: end of tho
We have studied to make the White
'nave rotten in serious trouble hy too 96 feet, 9 inches,
Barron,
paslor.
W.
J.
Rev.
viaduct.
(A.),
120
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Prof.
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o'clock.
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school
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)aKt1st; Allen (U.) 2d; A. Graham
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"N'r, sir."
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superintendent.
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a living?"
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trip
to
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"Labor."
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judge
see
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not
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of
it
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the time of their lives last
blarney, the light sentence
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440 yard dash Miller I (A.
Feast, Its Meaning for Us." Anthem,
ing.
of tzo and fifty days and costs, was Mata (A.), 2d; Sullivarf
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given Apodaca., the Jail sentence
3
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Time,
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(that probably the only way Apodaca 1st;
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Next
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a
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lodge
Shriners
he by some one hiring him and ad- (A.), yard
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Time,
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minutes, 14 seconds.
can
meeting
some of the old customs of the counterritorial
anv
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less
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,
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Whitney company's store, while a
were here from nil over the territory, worship at 11 a. m. The pastor will
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)ix)eeed to Sjii Francisco and otlu r
didn't get a cent of the money secured
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DR. C. H. CARNS,
Mcintosh Urowns vs. Itarelas,
In
California. They will be BASE BALL Mclntos Browns vs. Barelas. Game called at 2:30 at Tracby Morris and I in Albuquerque. Af
day at Traction, Park. Winning team absent from the Hlue Grass state a
Is second to none. We will bo pleased to servo you.
tion Park. Entire gate receipts go to winning team, so that insures a
ter I got in jail, Morris went toin tin
the j to receive entire gate receipts.
month or tlx weeks.
114 Railroad Avenue.
hotel and got the envelope left
H. YANOW.
red hot game. Admission 25; grandstand free.

Tho first, prisoner to be sentenced
this morning wa3 J. I. Farmer, who
over a year ago assaulted a man by
tho name of Stitztr, a carpenter, with
a saw, breaking a rib and otherwise
disfiguring his side. Stitzcr was not
doing sumo work according to the refined taste of Farmer, and tho quarrel
"Did you ever get. into any difficulty i It this before?" was Judge Ab.
bntt's llr.-r- . (luesticn to the prisoner.
"No. fir," was the answer.
"Hiv.-- miic'i of a family have you?"
was the next question of the court.
"Two children, sir; one 10 and. one
12 years old." came the answer.
"Well, wo had bettr make it I2i
Bind c;;sts."
"I object, if the court please." said
Attorney Burkhart, appearing for the
prisoner.
"This prisoner pleaded
guilty, with tho understanding that
ho would be extended clemency. Ten
dollars would be a heavy fine for him.
I'm In favor of withdrawing the plea
of guilty."
"All right," said t"ie Judge. "We'll
allow it, but I couldn't think of reducing the fine. Ton dollars is insignificant. I wouldn't have It go out to
the public at that."
The prisoner was consulted by his
attorney, and the pleas of guilty was
not withdrawn. The order was made
no that tho commitment will not be
Issued by sixty days, thus allowing
the prisoner two months in which, to
ay up.
Eduardo Apodaca $50 and Fifty
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SATURDAY,

Met You?

If Not,

MAY 5, 1906.

DQLLMRS TO YOU

have been in Albuquerque a Year Have Met Many
I

Have

EVENING

People-Ma- ny

Have Not Met

Want to Meet You Face to Face

I

mm

to know my business; to know how I do business, and where I do business. You should know
this already. If you do not, I am going to pay you to learn it; actually pay you money. It's easy. Commencing on
we will attach a coupon to this "ad' that is worth $S1.00
It has the
MAY
purchasing power of cash at my store. Cut out the coupons (no limit to the number; get all you can), bring them to the store
any time this month and get them signed, and they will be good any time before January 1st, 1907.
I

want you to know me

Cora Coal

to you.

7th,

MONDAY,

and Second

The FURNITURE

JB

rather than to run chancer of losing O'XvXO0OCi;KX'Cx00OC
several imiiortant Jobs in night.
l'l to --Wednesday night, all but
three of thy contractors jiad consented to grant, the eight hour day asked
lor by the slriking carpenters, and
the two others were routed out of
bed to 'affix thoir signatures to the
writ tea agrt'iiK'nt. Contractor Oaus.
A ower company offers to make
ins, it Is understood, is still holding over Niagara Falls. Or la it to take
out.
over?
MARVELOUS STORY OF THE RISE OF W. J. WHITE, CAPTAIN OF
There need not bo any interruption!
Dl.
FOR
NOW
SUED
IS
WHO
INDUSTRY,
GUM
THE CHEWING
in the building operations. The strike
Commissioner Garfield is said to
THE
VORCE
ONCE A SAILOR, THEN A TRAMP, HE BOUGHT
lasted only two days and ail Is serene 'have "the" evidence against the
A
FOR
FEW
MILLION,
THE
BY
RECIPE THAT MADE GOLD
again.
Standard. The gentleman with the
Immunity bath will please step forNEW MEXICO HAS COPPER
ward.
'
MIXED IN WITH GOLD
'
6
4
i
"The automobile doesn't seem to be
A correspondent writing from Iteming says: The smelter of the Luna popular among you farmers in tihis
FOUNDING A FORTUNE.
part
of the. county."
Ix'ad company at Denting has re"No, I guess you might say it's in
sumed operations with sutllcient ore
The story goes that at Port Leavenworth an old 'peddler of
bad odor."
in sight for a long run.
The
chewing gum tarried at the moss tent and was fed ly White.
Clancy brothers last week bought
The Chicago police were ordered
old man's chewing gum was different from the insipid stuff made
the Copper Dick mine3 at Hachita for last
Sunday to see there was no
of parraffln and sugar, and it Interested White. The old man sold
$100,000,
paying
10
per
down
cent
of
s
crowding at the churches. That was
him the recipe for It, White parting with several hard earned
purchase
paythe
price.
The
second
for it. You see, he thought that some day he might 1 able
ment is to be made in June and work what they, saw, too.
in Hi) oriDui i ! iv rattll tt In n O Til 1 u'atf
is to commence this week on the
-' '
Twenty-fiv- e
authors have
t4
v
4
4 t
property. J. B. Tyler of Ohio has been condemned the Russian
United States, and
Mrs. White already has over a million
Special Correspondence:
the owner of the group for the past Mark Twain for their treatment of
flovolnni! O Mav a. Thin W the dollars In her own name.
fifteen years. The Copper Dick is pat- Maxim Gorky. A
rough on the
story of how W. J. White, the millionented, but the surrounding claims are United States, but little
The Gum Peddler.
Mark can stand it.
you
not.
the
The
aire chewing gum man, and his wife,
tell
can
on
annual
assessment
work
Any Clevelandcr
struggled hand in hand against adver- story of W. J. White. It is one of
"Hjw did you happen to become an
these claims alone paid all expenses,
leaving
sity in their youth, piled up a fortune the town legends. Old settlers regood profit,- - even expert accountant?"
besides
a
'
though the expense of hauling the ore
shoulder tp shoulder, raised a lamliy member White when he was still
'
"Just drifted into the work. I beto Separ was considerable, this being gan) by straightening out my wife's
of children, and after they had every- - peddling Tils gum about the downdone away with, however, since the attempts to keep the weekly grocery
town streets, while his wife was makbuilding of the Lordsburg-Hachit- a
bill straight."
ing more of it over the kitchen stove
road by the El Paso & Southwestern.
5 at home. In the time that has elapsed
(
"Oh, mamma." cried little Willie
Some years the profit above the asWhite has turned over his original
sessment work amounted to $6,000. R. Smithers one Sunday morning, "pa's
capital of fa until it amounts to twice
got. on his silk hat and white vest
Y. Williams of Canada will be super
that many million dollars.
intendent of the property for the new and patent leather shoes."
It Is also related how White ap"IXsar me,"
Mrs.
owners.
Smiihers.
proached men of means who liked
"It's Just, impossible to keep that man
hla Fiim and diffidently asked them
IS THIS A CASE
from working ln the garden on Sunwhy they didn't Invest about $30 In
OF SOUR GRAPES? day."
"
it with him. But they laughed. Al
It was reported about the Capitol
WcJ
though they liked the gum, they acted
building this forenoon that Professor
"I wish to make a will by which I
as if nobody else did.
Charles R. Keyes, who was recently can be remembered," gasped the dyThe Whites have sought social
rii criiin miles finally cot so large
replaced as president of the faculty of ing millionaire.
to boII It, prestige, but real old rashioned home
that the stores were willing delivering:
tiio School of Mines by the loard ofi "Easiest thing in the world," said
happiness seems to have slipped from
and White was kept busy
regents of that institution, was in the the lawyer. '"Leave a million to some
It to groceries and drug stores. The them In recent years, a mockery of
city yesterday and called on Governor orphan asylum and the rest to some
first tiling you know White had toi the wealth that has replaced their
4?
Hagerman tor the purpose of filing college."
have help: He became an employer. early poverty.
charges agai.ist the management of
"And you think I can accomplish
wages.
paying
gum
the
was
sty
Hut the
A
Daya of Old.
the Institution. The truth of this re- niy object in that way?"
Gains and Losses.
port could not be substantiated today.
"I do, indeed. All your relatives
Whites were of humble
Hoth
Hut what's the use of drawing out origin. the was
will start suits that will keep your
New Mexican.
In Canada, was
lorn
He
gum
It's
W-h.lknow
story.
You
the
e.
WcJ
t
the
If the above Is true. Prof. Keyes will fresh in everybody's mind for the
,
to Cleveland at an early age,
been advertised enough. White cap-- brought
will be 'preferring the charges against, next century."
lakes.
on
the
Un
sailor
ame
a
and
cornering
the
ty
ped his fortune
In
Cleveland he married Ellen himself, for he was the president of
life, that, of sailor on the
chicle supply in Mexico or Central; (Pleasant
Belay there, Maria Mansfield, a poor girl, who the faculty and therefore the "man- ANOTHER CATTLE
once.
on
Try
It
lakes.
soldi
fortuntes,
several
America, "made
The
vou!)
Then lie worked on a; was living with a family named agement" of tho institution.
1 IRST HOME OP THE WHITES. out for $5,000,000 and a big bunch ofi
Lufkin. Then it was up to him more board of regents wanted a man in
RUSTLER ARRESTED
tried
He
yard.
ship
In
a
then
farm,
and
gum
trust
chewing
MANSIONS.
HAVE
NOW THEY
stock to the
Louis, than ever to tarn a living. It was charge who would devote his time
St.
army
sal-- : to
at
enter
the
a
at
combine
is president of the
of even small to the institution and the students,
whither ho had wandered. The life; hard sledding and rent
thing else that lieart could wish for, arv of $25,000 a year.
and not one who had 'so many irons BY MOUNTED POLICE NEAR
then, houses was hard to pay.
him
good
to
looked
private
having
of
a
now,
York
THE THIRD IN ONE
decided that they had lost tihe best
on
He lives in New
the fire that ho kept traveling all
ChildThere was frequent moving.
n
old Cleveland's! They, would not take him too tall or
.nUinH
WEEK.
of all love for each other.
over
territory;
the
the
hence
board
ren came. White had to hustle hard finally
years of niarrieu diversions. The latter included the thin, or something.
After thirty-thretook action, and named a man
being hungry.
A telegram received yesterday by
As next best thing he trampod to i.i keep them from
life, Mrs. WTilte sues for divorce, mayoralty of a suburb, a term in con-- ;
who will devote his time to the school
$3
bill
Whites
day
a
had
cook
stock
One
the
fine
a
charging neglect of duty and willful gress, an ornate home, a
Fort Leavenworth and became
to succeed Prof. Keys. The Evening CapUUn Fred Fornoff of the mounted
"Is it farm and the distinction of owning; for the teamsters. Ho came back toj to the good. Then W. J. thought of Citizen does not believe that' Prof. police states that Mounted Policeman
absence. White Just says:
possible?"
Star Pointer, the groat harness horse, Cleveland with destiny scrawled upon llu old peddler's chewing gum recipe. Keyes has any charges sto prefer M. Putnam has arrested Milton MasThere will be no scandal. Terms and the Say When, the yacht "which ia greasy sheet of note "paper In hisj He Invested the $5 In chicle and sugar against the management; such action, on on tho charge of cattle stealing
ami made the start for millions.
Inside pocket.
of alimony have leen agreed upon. chewing gum built,"
if contemplated and put into execu near Portales, Roosevelt county. Mas- the third member of a gang of
tlon, would reflect upon Prof. Keyes
cattle rustlers, who have committed
great
hl3
to
disadvantage.
and
that
X- -X
X
Z-X
X X X X- -X
many depredations near Tucumcari,
Feel languid, weak, run down? to Do arrested within a week. The
HO j,
IN
Headache? Stomach "off?" Just a mounr..ji police are in tho possession
TERRITORIAL TOPICS
plain case of lazy liver. Burdock of inlonnation which they are confi
Blood Bitters tones liver and stomach, dent will result In the capture of
promotes digostlju, purifies the blood. other ninubers of the gang and ultiR UNO ftllO Tt &Pflll
mately put an end to the raids that
POC
BURGLARS MAKE ANOTHER
have caused tho people In that portion
FAMOUS QUANTRELLIST
RAID AT ASH FORK.oJ the territory much trouble in the
IS FOUND DEAD
Ash Fork, the scene of two rob-- past. The thieves have operated near
Crupioneer
Las
of
a
Jack Swartz,
past ten days, was Tucumcari making many large hauls
berles within
bed again touched tho
ci's, was found dead in his
up the other nighr, all,i
temporarily
;lC.n disappeared
of
poisoning.
Jack
There is some talk
when two burglars entered
room from thu vicinity. It was learned
was one of the members of Quantrell's occupied by Ed Dunham on the
the sec- lately that the headquarters of thu
guerilla highwaymen, who ond story tif the Ash Fork Hotel, and sang
famous
was near Portales close to the
war.
Civil
during
the
raided Missouri
appropriated nil the articles of cloth- Toxi'C iir.e Mi a wild spot, wVere they
black
a
under
The
band served
ing ln sight, says t'.ie Prcscott Journal were practically sure of not I cing dis
II.
and the Hag was found in Jick's Miner.
covered bv ohieers of the peace. The
locket.
From the Information fit hand it ap- oillcers now believe that they are in
pears that up to Monday the riKnn possession of evidence which will
BOND FOR APPEARANCE
AT NEXT TERM OF COURT was eccui ied solely by Mr. Dunham help in rounding up the entire outfit
John R. Joyce of Carlsbad, N. M., and a telegraph operator, the latter
"n CATTLE ACIIVE l
(formerly vice president of the Itowen leaving for houtliern coJiforma
fore his departJuycu company doing business at that day, employing
VICINITY OF DEMING
Pecos, Reeves county), against whom ure two natives to take; his minks
live indictments were found by tho from the place.
One of the natives, who is minus MANY ARE IN FINE CONDITION
K' ' v, s county grand jury at the April
t Tin on charges
FOR SPRING SALES AND SOME
of making and catis- -' an arm, Is an old offender, nnd susHAVE
in;; t() ho made false entries on the picion naturally centering on him, tho
DELIVERIES
ALREADY
liou',...s of the company, went to Pecos vigilance of the oillcers was rewarded
COMMENCED.
early in tho day, when hr offered a
v.o, u and gave bond for his
,l.i
in the vicinity of Doming
there at tho next term of pair of shoes belonging 1o Dunham, areStockmen
preparing for tho cattle movef r sale at a rvducocd price-His arconn, says the El Paso Herald.
rest promptly followed, but lie re- ment. Although spring deliveries are
FORMER LAS VEGAN
fused to reveal the identitv of bis beginning a great many contracts
DIES AT SALTILLO partner to tho crime, who Is thought have not yet been closed, and buyers
.
'I"." sad intelligence was received to have succeeded in
The excellent
making his are still in the
by wire at Las Vegas yesterday by
condition of the ranges, the fine shape
from the (own.
escipo
M.
11.
e
which
Mrs.
the
forDice,
cuttle ha come through
tV relatives of
Ho was arraigned before the jus-tin
winter, and the prices which have
.Miss Ellen Wood of that city, ticL- of the
and,"0
vesterdav
there
!:;
Dice, a pleading guilty, was sentenced to CO prevailed have made tho cattle men
her husband, "Mart"
worthy and ostinmble young davs in tho county jail.
Deputy piimistic. There will be about
f '"ile in that section for
for several years a resident of
Foley arrived here lu.st even-- u"u
tho spring delivery and they are In
a ell known in
Vegas, bad lug, having the prisoner in chargi
is
pa.-away at 12 o'clock at Sal'.illo, and placed him in the custody of the better shape than for many years
Mi
past. Prices this year are consider- i.
Death resulted from ptieti- - slioritf's oMioe.
i, after an illness of several days.
uuie i" advance over last season,
many cattlemen holding out for $13
ll
friends an d;hoM of his
Deaths from Appendicitis
f:i!
In Las Vegas re-- 'i decriaso in tho sanio ratio that, the for ones,
' and relatives
f.ir twos, and $l'.t for
A lew contracts
s sad and untimely end and use of Dr. King's New Life Pills In-- threes.
have been
their heartfelt sympu'hy in their croases. They save you from danger closed at a lower figure, but for the
part
moM
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i
is holding their
and bring quick and painless release
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ai
figure,
conse-- 1
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large
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n
of It. Strength and
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EIGHT HOUR DAY. w s follow their use.
clos.-dbeen
and there are a large
Guaranteed
ers' strine was short by all druggists. 25c. Try' thorn.
e
number f cattle in this section yet to
ays Hie Las Veas Optic. It
be bought
f.ir the spring
delivery.
e M nd.iy tii .'lr, an-- ended
However, it is expected that ail the
Ladymith's Swell Visitors.
Elmer,
;etirv for tiu hiril.ets. The
Mr. and .Mrs. W.m.
will be contracted for in the
,
:i'i ii'ii.n was fer t::,. . t
hour Ketcbpaw and Frank Newh use wei-e!xt two vvoeks, and ty the lT.tli ol
! ig
.!iich all but on.. i,f uu, ,m. among the 'Pony people at iAdysniT !i M.wshipments will be com- .'
n, allow, Saturday. Tony (Mo ) En'orpris.
:s final'' decM.'d

HOW MAN AND WIFE STRETCHED A $5

Most Anything

BILL INTO MILLIONS; THEN DIVORCE
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SOME THINGS THAT BLOOM

THE SPRING! HO!
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PflAPsl

The man without a
bank account is traveling
on loot, while his neighbor who
keeps an account at the bank is
traveling at a rate of speed afforded by modern Improvements.
It docs not require a large
amount of money to start a bank
account.
Place the money with
which you pay your bills. ln Ua
bank. We will issue you a pass
book.
You can
then write a
check for each obligation; these
chocks come back to the l ank and
are returned to you when we balance your pass book. Thn.-.- e checks
are indisputable receipts for every
cent you pay out.
After you have started to carry,
on your business by a checking account you will find It a necessity,
and that without a bank account
you are at a disadvantage.

;

dol-lar-

I

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

A.

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

Bratina

General Merchandise and Real Estato
For Sale.
FOR SALE General
merchandise
and real estate, cheap for cash.
FOR SALE Ranches, one and one-ha- lt
miles south, of Albuquerque;
suitable for aristocratic
country
homes and for truck or general
farming; plenty of well water to be
bad at from ten to forty feet.
FIFTEEX-ACRranch, about three
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
two ditches; best irrigating conditions; raise anything; best soil in
the valley.
THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees for
transplanting.
LOTS in different parts of the city.
ill sell cheap on monthly payment
plan.
E

Special Record Breaking Offer.
TWO LOTS, one l.!g store wltn full
stock of general merchandise; two
extra rooms in store; largo back
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
house adjoining the store.
Will
sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
Prices and other information desired made known on application in
person or writing to owner.

A.

Bratina

923 So.

Second St.

Albuquerque,

New

Mexico

PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
OF CITY BUILDING

BONDS.

Sealed bids endorsed "Rid for City
Ruilding Honda" and .vldressed to the
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,"
will be received at the office of the
city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., until 12 o'clock, noon, Juno 4, 1906, for
an Issue of thirty thousand (130,000).
dollars of city building lind3 of the
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certified check for one thousand (11,000)
dillnrs must accompany each bid,
said sum to be forfeited to tho city,
as liquidated damages, by tho bidder
In case of failure of performance by;
him if his bid is accepted.
Said city building bonds are to be
Issued In the denomination of ona
thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
a rate no; to
to bear inter st
d
four (4) p : cent per annum,
and are to be sold at not. less than
their par value. U th principal and
interest are to be paid semi annually
on tho first days of January and July
of each year.
Said bonds are to be p.iy.V 'i at the
years
option of the city, twenty
and absolutely' pr.yable thirty (30)
years after date. The right Is reserved ( reject any and all bids.
For further information, address1
Hairv F. Lee. City Cleri., Albuquerex-cc-

que, X. M.
liv order of the cltv co'inc.l.
HARRY F. LF.K, City Clerk.
May 1', 19o.
o

her parlors, No.
avenue, Is prepared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and Ingrowing natls. She
gives niassasre treatment and manicur.
ing. Mrs. liambinl's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
Fkin and improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be injurious. , She also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
hair falling out; restores liie to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous hair. Also a face powder,
freckle cure and pimple cure nnd pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds. Have
Just added a vibrator machine
for(
treatment if scalp, face, and cure of
w rinkles.
It is also used for rbeuma
,
pains and massage.
Mrs. Bambini, at
209 West. Railroad

tL-m-

SATURDAY, MAY 6.

ALBUQUEKQT3E

1906.

THiS CHANCE

TO

the people away from there so quick- Iv. over the Southern Pacific road.
Mr. smhhs it pent a day and a night
establishing communications with the
stricken city and then lssuel orders
could
to carry fre everyone wh
escape and desired to get away. At1
the fame time he notified the cities
throuchnut the country that, the
lines would transjyirt all stiv
plies for the relit f of the sufferers
free of charge.
Superintendents
.lames Kurn and
W. K. Eltr, the former of the New
Mexico division and the hitter of the
Klo (.ramie division, nnd Trainmaster
I. Ripley, were anions the officials
to upend lust, niirlH In the city. Mr.
Kurn c.imo down from his headquarters nt l.s Vegas, with (Vcncral Sui' rln'.ndcnt I'arVer.
and returned
homo this morning, while Mr. Parker
ij ined tie Hipley party on a trip over

SE-

CURE BARGAINS IN

SADDLES
BRIDLE
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
We are offering gomo very special prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to Ktt out prices before you buy.

w

n

r

v

r"

r--nr

UIKlUUKJ riiLLl
ANNUAL SESSION
New Mexico Eastern Directorate Does Business With

Milk Is the Cheapest
of Foods?

building elements.
But it's almost impossible
pure milk.

sen ger conductor. It is generally ac- Icepted that
flight hrakeman who
takts a position ns passenger train
man, forfeits his rights to pronation
as freight conductor.
The .passenger conductors opposed!
1!ie reinstatement of 1he men, but It
has heen done, nevertheless.

to get

Carnation

PAGE SEVEN.

SAN FRANCISCO.
CAL., BEFORE
AND AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE

Cheapest accident insurance
Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil. Stops
lftln and heals the wound. All
gists sell 1L

Into Yours!
Our Top Buggies Mi!;
Runabouts must more
We need the floor j
apace for another car.
It's a time to help 4
yourself by helping us.0
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to (125.00; now
$46.00 to 1 08.00
$52.50 to $123.00
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Con--"

Dr.

the

drug-

I

f

KILLtme COUCH
AND

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Dr. King's

Write for catalogue and price

I

Flew Discovery

evaporated and sterilized
every disease germ destroyed,
and the water taken out
that's all.
It's very rich in protcids and
You

Pocket

com-plot-

is

o.

Out of Our!

d

(Steriliiml)

butter-fa-

-

10

s,

Cream

Auditor Askew of the railroads
commission of Texas has compiled a
statement showing the earnings with
expenses, of thtj Texas railroads for
the cluht months ended February 28.
as compared with the similar peilod
year. The gross
of the preceding
earnings show an Increase of approximately $4.2nO,Ono and the net earnings
an Increase of approximately $1,000,-oit-

'

ccnis In coin or stamps,
we will send you 12 souvenir photo-cardviews before or after. For
e
2i cents we will nnd you a
vlewn beset of 24 photo-oarBeautifully Illusfore nnd after.
trated book, iiOe by mall, prepaid,
write Kay Photo Co., suite 216 Fay
building, lyos Angeles,. Cal.
For

Cheaper even than bread and
it'i just what is needed for a
mixed diet. It contains so much
"proteid" or muscle and tissue

-

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

CITIZEN.

rUO Vrktt
IVHUW TKaf
I OU K

Ilar-rinm- n

HARNESS

EVENING

ONSURIPTION

OUGHSand

X

Free Trial.

Albuquerque

Surest and UuitXent Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEl BACK.

can tnak dtickva dik of Wftoron by
preparing them with Carnation Croam.

Co:

Pries
90c M1-C-

OLDS

t

Albuquerque
Carriage
Corner first and TJeraa Road.
Foundry and

Machine Works

MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; thafUafs,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front fer
Buildings.
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpeelmltf
Foundry east Bide of railroad track.
AJbsgiera.se, K. &.
.

.

SUPPLIES FOR SUFFERERS
SCATTERED ALONG ROAD
CLEANING
CARPET
STEAM
The Texas & Pacific will shortly
The breaking of a wheel of a freight build new steel shops "and a
Clamnur
Th
THORNTON
4
Great Dispatch.
car carrying relief and provisions to roundhouse, for which plans have
He is the
Cleans everything.
the San Francisco sufferers, caused a !een completed, iat I?ig Springs, Tex.
Furniture Man. Moving, packwreck on tne boutnern Pacific railway iThf comnanv Is also i.lannine- to luiiM
ing and shipping, unpacking and
American League.
morning,
other
the
and
foods
stuffs
new
MINUTES
shops
MEETING OVER IN FIVE
roundand a
R. H.E.
At Detroit
setting up, and is no upstart at
and provisions enough for a small House tor its Louisiana division at a Detroit
2 7 2
the business. There Is no othregiment were strewn about the track point ninety miles west of New Or1
St. Louis
6 2
er
Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
"
,
VT
-In
piled
overvicinity
and
the
of
the
737 South Walter Street
The dispatch with which ureal, men turned cars. The entire trains of leans. On this work may be started
Batteries Donahue and Payne Ja- (
Gentfal Batldino; Supplies
do husiiness was exemplified this twelve cars, which was being rushed shortly.
cobson and Ritchie.
XXXXX-XXXXR. H E.!
morning at the local station, when a from St. Louis to the California city
At Boston
mills
have
Eastern
steel
Ixxiked orhalf dozen ukd, opened, did business went into the ditch, and the contents ders of upward of 22,00(1 tons
.24 9H 41
stan- Boston
and closed the third annual meeting of the cars. In every case, were de- dard rails for 1906 shipment, ofInclud- Washington
Butteries
Dineen nnd Graham, PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AM
of tho directors of the Now Mexico molished. As much as possible of the ing 14.000 tons for tho Seaboard Air
Both Phon
Third and Marquette
. BRUSHES.
Eastern Railway company In just five supplies were gathered up by the Line, 3,100 tons for the Baltimore ft Hughes and Hey don.
Chicago-Clevelan- d
Lap!
At Cleveland
Saddles,
minutes.
This necessary formality. railroad men and loaded Into fresh Ohio, 2,500 tons for the Zanesvillo &
Harness,
Leather,
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal- commanded by law, was held In the cars, but It Is stated that before the Western, and small his for trollocy game postponed on account of rain.
R. 11. R. motto Roof Paint; lasts flve years
York
New
At
id
observatory end of President Ripley s guards could be stationed a number lines throughout
the entire country. Philadelphia
22 5 1 stops leaks. Cash paid for Hide b id
private car, and Mr. Ripley presided of neighboring families visited the
6 8 2 Pelts,
New York
over the meeting.
wreck and secured supplies enough to
Fortunate Missourians.
Batteries Bender. Waddell, Plank 408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
The special, composed of the cars lilst for g(mie wet;li8 to come None
"When I was a druggist, at Livonia, and Schreck; Leroy, Orth and Klel- of President Ripley and General Man of the crew was injured. The South- Mo.,"
writes T. J. Dwyer, now of now.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
ager A. O. Weils, arrived aa second ern Pacific wrecking train was immeTHIRD STREET
Graysvllle, Mo., "three of my cusOUR
DEPART.
No. 2, aliout ten minutes late of diately called and traffic was
Western League.
tomers were jiermanently cured of
MENT.
schedule time. Th train had hardly
a few hours. ,
.
'"if
B.
H.
Omaha
At
consumption
King's
by
DisDr.
New
stop,
When Mr. Ripley's
come to a
ii.'i'-r- t0
5 4
covery, and are well and strong today. Omaha
HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR
private car was boarded by Chief En- REPORTS SANTA FE
6 1 All Kinds of Fresh and 8alt Meats.
Lincoln
was
property
trying
to
One
his
sell
RIAGE TRIMMING.
gine r James Dun, Attorneys H. L.
GETS BRIGHT ANGEL TRAIL and move to Arizona, but
Ru- Dodge
Factory.
Sausage
Batteries
Bender
Steam
and
using
after
10.
"Waldo ond R.
Twitchell, M. R.
A report has reached Arizona to
Discovery a short time he found gar and Zlnran.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED. FIG,
Williams and V. E. Gortner, the first the effect that the United States lu New
EMIL KLEINWORT,
R. H.E.
At Pueblo
unnecessary to do sa. I regard Dr.
URE WITH US.
named of Chicago, and the latter four reau of forestry has granted the San- -' it
Building,
StreeL
Third
Nortn
Masonic
2 10 2
Pueblo
from Las Vegas, all of whom nadlta Fe Railway company control of King's New Discovery as the most Des Moines
6 10 2
wonderful medicine in existence."
been awaiting Mr. Ripley's arrival the Bright Anijel trail,' nt the
KORBER & CO.,
Batteries Morrison and Messltt;
Thursday night. The meeting minus of the Grand Canyon railroad. Surest Cough and Cold cure and McKay,
Miller
and
Townc.
Lung
Throat
healer.
Guaranteed
and
COR,
FIRST ST. AND COPPER AYH.
was called to order, and H. I Waldo This report has caused consternation
THH! CELEBRATED
R. H.E.
At Denver
60c and $1. Trial
was elected as a member of the New among certain officials at Flagstaff. by all druggists.
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW
MEXICO.
2 5 7
Denver
bottles
free.
Mexico Eastern directorate, to suc- Some time ano the board of super3 7 4
Sioux City
ceed former Superintendent Russell, visors of Coconino county leased.
Paighe, Morgan and
Batteries
OFFICIAL MATTERS
of the New Mexico division, resigned, without consideration, this same trail
Welgert: Jackson nnd Hess.
and the meeting adjourned. Colonel to R. H. Ferrall, he to keep the same,
wTE PIX
Italph Twitchell carrying away the in order. Ferrall was successor to,
National League.
Postmatter Appointed.
R. H. Cameron, chairman of the board
minutes.
At Pittsburg
R.
apH.E.
Stephenson
W.
John
has
be'n
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
TU directors of the New Mexico or supervisors, who nad ior years point
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
0 7 2
el jiosl master at Alto, Lincoln Pittsburg
Eastern are E. P. Ripley, of Chicago; operated the trail and charged toll county.
. 7 12
Chicago
0,
upon It. Now the supervisors have
V. Mauverts, of New York; E. J.
Itatterics l.elfkdd, Karger, Peitz,
203 W. Raiiroai Am.
Bottled In Bond.
At Consistent Prices
Notaries Public Appointed.
of Chicago; H. L. Waldo, K, E. employed special counsel to defend
'The following notaries public have and Gibson; Brown and Kllng.
Twitchell, W. E. Gortner and M. R. this lease against the railroad comR. II. E.
At Boston
pany and has wired a lonK protest been appointed by Governor Herbert
Williams, of I.as Vegm
1
Hob ton
6 1U
After the meeting, a. special train to the president of the United States. .1. Ha irerman;
10 12 1
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3S1
E. S. Whitehead, Farmington, San New York
.
left f r the south, composed of Mr.: ALI"
'
Batteries
Maroney and O'Neill;
Juan county.
Distillers.
Ripley's car and the car of R. J.
Wootlon & Myer,
ON M., K. &. T.
C. R. Jeffries, Mescalero, Otero Ames and Marshall.
Parker, general superintendent of
FRANKFORT. KTR. H. EC
At Philadelphia
after-w-er- e county.
fiv
For
Thursday
minutes
Onboard
western
grand
division.
tho
5 9 2
William P. Hart, Tcxico, RoosevUt Brooklyn
President Ilinlev. Mr. Dun and noon, from 3 o'clock to 3:05, every
8 0
Philadelphia
vl,p'1
very
on
rolling
county.
hit
of
stock
special
Mr. Parker.
Helen
At
the
Batteries
Scanlon and Bergen;
,no
MELINI & EAK1M
011
&
Missouri.
Kansas
Texas
Cyrennus
cut-ofA.
Sunnyslde
Peck
and
took to the rails of the
Pittinger, Kane and Dooln.v.k-Aaggregating J,U4J miles, was Roosevelt county,
I--- ?
th.s afternoon tho officials are in- - ssiem,
Bole Agents.
H.
R.
E.
St.
Louis
Memorial Day Circular.
specting the new road, from Helen to motionless, and every telegraph key
AND RENTALS
1
C 11
St. Louis
A
N.
office,
every
fn
M.
Ibuquerque,
was
silent,
honor
in
following
The
been
ofj
has
over
circular
will
They
Bpris.
return east
3 7 4
Cincinnati
CD
Henry
199.
la,e
C.
Phone,
Rouse,
Automatlo
chairman
office
from
sued
the
adjutant
the
of
Rock Island.
Ranches and Farms
Batteries Thompson and Rauh;
Several of the officials were accom- - "f the "Katy" hoard, who died on! general:
Harper, Chech and Schlel.
Monday
in
Cleveland.
New
Adjutant
(Territory
of
Mexico.
Mr.
Wells
panied by thitlr families.
Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Correspondence Solicited.
is spending the day In the city. The tnoOrders to this effect were given on
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
northern system, and Wedncsdiay
May 4. J906.
123 8. Third St..
La.s Vegas members ct the New Mex- PIONEER BAKERY
were
luplicated
by
out!
sent
orders
As
approaches
retime
(Homestead Entry No. C293.)
the
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.
for the
ico Eastern board of directors
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Superintendent
McDowell
General
Day
May
servance
on
of
Memorial
Department
ofhome on train No. 2.
of the Interior. Land
OCXDCXX)CX)COCXXXXOOOOOOCIOsi
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
sof tho Texas system.
(30, and following tho usual custom
fice at Santa Fe. N. M., April 2G,
telegram
In
t.xpressive
to
a
addition
turning
organizations
to
WEDDING
190G.
of
out their
CAKES A SPECIALTY
RAILROAD MEN'S DEMANDS.
&
of sorrow sent by the Texas officials, narticlnato in the exercises at their
Notice is hereby given that the folWe desire patronage and we guarwire was dispatched by the head of (home stations, commanding officers lowing named settler has filed noWant Legislation Which Will Safe-lINSURANCE,
REAL
E8TAT
FIRE
every department or tho Texas of-- , of National Guard organizations are tice of his Intention to make final antee first class baking.
guard Their Lives.
LOANS
Albuquerque.
flees, addressed
to Governor Her-- ! requested to ascertain what exercises proof In supports of his claim, and 207 8. First StreeL
4&L
phone
Automatlo
Room 10, N. T. irmih? Bulldln.
Electric headlights, the abolition rlcK. asKing tnat a suitable floral of-- are to take place at their home sta-o- f that said proof will bo made before
ho
purchased
&
TOTI
funeral
for
GRADI
the
that,
tlons on
day, and to offer the the United States Court Commissioner
double headers and an efficient
services of their companies for pa- - at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
amination of railway employe as to and the hills sent to Texas.
.
J'hieir competency, are three of the de-- l
or other services. In accord- - C, l'JOC, viz.: Jesus Garcia y Lopez, of
trades
mrlMtCT
Grain and Fuel.
muct
wi,h ,ho United SXMes army Carpenter,
mands which will be made by the jA LLtlj,tL'
anc?
Bernalillo county, New Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Pace
grand JURY, r(.sua,( ions, cimpanv tvmmanders Mexico, for the
upon4
west half of the southsevtral railway organizations
and Cigars. Place your orders for
Fe wni also arrange for the national flag west quarter of section 12, township
UP TO DATE SIGNS
the several state legislatures. The Jonn Harvey King, the
this line with us.
bigamy,
brakeman.
of
by;to
accused
)0 displayed at (half staff on their 10 north, range 5 east.
organizations which have takeji up
Nellie Weiss ct San Bernardino, armories from sunrise to midday. At
Ho names the following witnesses
these propositions aro the Order of Miss
203 WEST SILVER AVE.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Railway
The Brotherhood was held to appear before the next noon the flag will le hoisted on the to prove his continuous residence
Jury
hear-in
Brand
preliminary
his
top of the staff and will remain there UHn and cultivation oof said land,
of Ixromotive Engineers and the
&
Hit! Iierhooii at IjOcomotive Firemen ing Dtiore Justice Ktenane, at rres- - until sunsit.
viz.:
CD
I
Ariz.,
tna
day,
otiier
in tho eumi By command of tho governor.
lA'nndro Jaramlllo,
and the Brotherhood of Railway co".
Pedro Garcia,
riRE
OCXXXXX)OCXXOOOOOOCIOOOOCX
I'.OtKl,
agents
Goods
of
attorney,
which
Henry
Casino
for
Canned
his
Sole
A. P. TARKINGTON,
Trainmen.
Francisco Olguin and IlarU Gutierrez,
INSURANCE.
Ja4. Hekln & Co.'s Coffees, Ira
Secretary
Building
Adjutant General. all of Carpet ner. New Mexico.
Mutual
The second of these demands Is w- - Nisbet, of Los Angeles, agiwl to;
SCREEN TIME
upon his arrival home. Miss;
boden's Granite Flour.
Office at 217vWest Railroad
MANUEL R. OTERO,
that all trains shall have their full forward produced
Door
a
Window
here.
and
:
wit-Weiss
a
Stomach Troubles.
numler of
comnlement of eninrs. firemen.
'
Register.
screens mads to order.
f tn niock ceilmony of mar- Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly
conductors and hrakemen. Tho nrac- .b'aiicy
rlaReother,
Miss.,
an1
to whom King had rosoctM resident of Falsonia,
Sore Nipples.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
nice of doubling up trains is being
M. DRAGOIE
A cure may he effected by applying
rotlllceu ner as his wife in Ash was sick with stomoch trouble for
condemned aa not onlv linlnsf to t he
Groceries
sK)OCOOCXXXXXXXIOOCOOC)0(XXX
Chnmlier-nnmore
Fork
n
ihan six months.
Chamberlain's Salvo as so
as the
an' Winslow
Dealers hi
employes, but unsafe for the general
I.iver Tnliletn child is done nursing. Wipe it off
Iain's Strmach
public, and it is upon this latter
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
manager
on
C.
btublis,
John
Butter
traffic
Best
Creamery
for
Hlllsboro
says:
cured her. She
"I can now with a soft cloth before allowing the
ground that the appeal will be made the Harriman
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY Groceries, Cigar and Tobscco, an
lines, has received eat anything I want and am the child to nurse. Miamy trained nurses
Sarin.
to the several legislative bodies
PUBLIC.
u
"
maue
prouuet t woman Hi me world to nnu uso this salve with the lest results.
"
all kinds of Freeh Meat
""" n ,0r
?u.i.ifii. No oooosition however will V
K
niediclne." For sale by Price 25 cents er box. Sold by all Orders Solicited.
such a
Free Delivery. Room E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque 300 North Broadway, Corner ot Wash,K """
be made to the employment of helper Ve
f
San
nchx'o,
into
and
getting,
ington
druggists.
174.
Telephone,
Arenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
Samples free.
druggists.
ail
Automatlo
214 South eeeona StreeL
engines on mountain grades.
The railroaders allege 4hat the elec-- '
trie headlight will not only safeguard
the public, hut it will render less dan
,iKUk0' Hm&$
vxs&Bsr
gerous tho work of operating trains,
tsFSfKmt. 4frsrE
.ssitynmisi
bs-- .
daraasr,
especially in switching in the yards.!
The engineers and firemen, especially
are in favor it forcing tho abandon-ment. of the old oil lambs and the
majaa
mfri ,iwf
ml wammifi swrm(g.n
The de-- 1
substitution of electricity.
inand for efficient inspection or railroad men is based upon the ground
that incapable men are necessarily a
menace to tin ir fellow employes and
to the traveling public.
The movement to cause the en-dmen! of these demands into law
wits started at a meeting of 1e railCut-o- ff
way s rganizaMons iat. Houston. Texas,
ami it Is seated that it will be taken
up in every state, in the west and a
vigorous tight made for tile passage
is 31 miles
N. M.,
from Chicago,
of
Main Line of
of the laws desired by the men who
upon
our threat
City,
operate the rain.s
Old Mexico
Francisco, Los Angeles, El
line.-- of railroads.
il
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
,,

SCREEN DOORS r

Thos. F. Kelelier

j

Wc Do Yotir Blacksmith Work Right!
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HORSE-SHOEIN-

Meat Market

only-delaye-

ter-sin-
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Lucero

A. E. WALKER,

Staple and
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The Futiste Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Helen

Bslsn

QUICK

ROUTE

ot The Atchison. Topeka

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction the
Kansas
Galveston and points east to San

&

Santa Fe Railway

the Santa Fe system leading east and west
Paso and

The Belcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite

TO GLORY.

Trainmen Are Reinstated
as Conductors.
Of 1,000 buBlnete and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 acd 70 foot streets, with alleys 20 feet wi le, with beautiful lake and publlo park and grand old shade trees; publls school house, oost-i- '
An unusual controversy, and perttOOO; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments Id New Mexico; the Helen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
Ju.st
precedent,
has
without
haps one
etc. Belen Is t.te largebt shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beam an i hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot he estimated.
iuiuiccu,
York
New
the
been settled lxtwten
Central and the Order of Railway
Conductors and 'he Hrot h rli nl of
U. M8T LIMITED EXPRESS MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WE8T, NORTH AND 80UTH.
Railroad Trainmen.
During the
s
bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shos. Blaming will.
Tl :ow cfered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many or them Improved by cultivation) ; no sand or Kt",e! We need a
re i:omotei to
trainmen
s
a
Also
yard,
etc
iUttiop.
. etc.
drug
ncod
tore.
modern
baruesi
hotel.
the
After
ho passenger condmtcrs.
back on
oxisition they"runswere put as
.
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
CUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOV AND TERMS ON EASY TAYMENTS;
t
ata'ti
their regular
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
To that t'u-- pro -' d. and demanded that they be or.'ii.ued as
lass'nger conductors.
The New York Ontr.il has an
agreement Jointly with the conductors ur.d trainmen that a trainman
freight for eightewi
n
JOHN BECKER. Prcside-n- t
must brake
WM. M. BERGER,
tile eV-itimllu tn.'.iru h.,
amination for conductor, and that the Vl
..- t...
w
OvC9B
i.... ..I..,
'csnsrac'
' freight conductor and . as- - '
CAi,ii
brakt-uuuiTiiM'?t
Passenger

r

first-clas-

il

Crat-clas-

rain-men-

m

I

The-

BeSen Town and Improvement Company
'OtEW

333''

Secretary

W

l'ERHONAL

sin
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We're Clothes Specialists

Dahlias, Tuberoses, Carinas, Glad-Ionand Pansies.
We have a Dno lot q; Bulbs and
Plants.

Partly cloudy tonight and Sunday,
And Have a Certain Remedy lor Every Man
and now;
with local showers; colder tonight; wants of summer nt.tourists,
place cn
her
topping
any
one
cooler weather in south portion.
gi i all kit. ils of lunches and the best
who is sick of buying faulty garments. What have
119 WEST 8ANTA FE AVENUE
.
you been paying for your clothes? $30.00-$5).oSunrise, 5:04; sunset, 6:49; length of drink.-'at
Auto. Phone 118.
and
Henry
Alell
h.
Mrs.
Mr. and
your tnilor's
of day, 13 hours and 45 minutes; sun
One half of that sum for "ready-madeto
returned
3 minutes fast. Moon set at 3:22 this Mrs Will 'I'liunis hav1
that disappoint you after you have worn
they
morning. Day was bright and warm, rln- - city from Winslow,
tlieui
a while?
for
auxball
of the Ladies'
titt.ndel the
but windy and dusty after midday.
In either event you have probably found that your
iliary of the llrotherhood of I
suit "wilted," so to speak the first damp day you
rrs, 'held thereon Tue d.ay
ARHIVAL OF TRAINS,
wore It; that it required frequent pressing to take
evening. .May 1. Th y repoil havGold
Avenue
'
out the irregularities that appeared.
Follow ins wfls the 4 o'clock report ing had a most, delightful time, nnd
of tho arrival of Santa Ke passenger claim thai the ball was one of the Glasses
you
next
The
nro
thnt
time
ready
to
buy
suit,
a
Eyes
'
j
larzcsl ever held in Winslow.
trains:
consult us. Make it a point to buy one of our H. S.
First No. 1 At t:!h P.
Tested.
Thomas .T. Curran, president of the Adjusted.
& M. SUITS. We can fit you perfectly, and what Is
Second No. 1 At. ID p. m.
Mogollon Gold and Co;ip t" eomp'ny,
to tin! point, tho garments we sell will glvo you
moro
No. T At 1 : 50 p. in.
which lia.-- liirge Interests in the
a maximum amount of wear, with little attention as
No. S On t Inn
c!i.--i i'ic:.
in Grant county, has LENSES GROUND ON PREMISES
to pressing. Why? because they aro designed .and
No. - 7: LO p. in.
ret ui i.i'd from an extended visit to
tailored carefully and there is no Flat-Iro- n
"dope"
No. 4 On l lino.
re
some
cities,
win
rn
he
wml.
easti
used In the manufacture of them.
tinif niyi t interest capitalists in tho
R
TICKETS
OUGHT. SOLO
H. S. & M. SUITS, $15 TO 5C0
District Clerk W. 10. Pino h;is re- properties, the company of which he
turned from ir business rip to Mex- Is president, controls. Mr. Curran
AND EXCHANGED
ico.
will remain in Albuquerque for some
Association Office
Bert M. Casley, rcpr, - n'.iii'.? an length of time.
I
Transactions
call,
is
linn,
drug
eastern wholesale
The Albuqucrtjiio district confer-onceGuaranteed,
ing on the trade Jn tin: northern
Metihodist Episcopal
of the
towns.
18 W. R. R. Ave.
church, south, which has been in ses- ROSENFIELD'S,
Tin) original J. Jin Hnln. from Ho- - sion here for several days, has been
l)ken, "N. 5.." is registered at the extended over mi ll Monday, and the
35 CENTS DINNER,
REGULAR
Alvarado, but Chief PoNc. Itossi don t temperance ques ion has been made EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
the or.'l r of the day for 10 o'clock ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
know it.
Ufa
nt coal op a. m. The friends of temperance are NOON TO 2 P. M.
Steve Cnnovnn, a pr--In attendance,
o
erator of Gallup, is in the city on cordially invited to bemay
lake part
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
He will probably return and those who will,
business.
in tho discussion of the report.
me news.
west tonight.
!Wfc'Vi'liXTCl
Mrs. W. J. Davis, of liiis city, has
R. C. Croswell. proprietor of the
bro'jher,
information
her
received
that
leading livery stable, of Wlnslow,
witfl Mart H. Dice, died Thursday night,
Ariz,, is In the city meeting
a
few
days'
illness
with pneuafter
the Shrinors.
Mr. Dire
was purchasing
monia..
W. I Liretherton, manager for tibe agent of ihe Coalniila, & Pacific Coal
Clarkvillo Coal company, of Clark-vill- company, at Saltillo, but before going
McKinley county, is registered to Mexico, was a conductor on the
at the Alvarado.
Santa Fe, running between this city
Herman Mucher, one of the dele and Ias Vegas. His wife was Miss
gates named to tho Campbell Dry Ellen Ward, of Las Vegas. Tho CitiFarming convention at I.as Vegas, zen extends condolence to tto besister,
whose
left for that city last night.
lt aved Albuquerque
George B. Shaw, representing the husband is a linotype operator on this
SUITS FOR MEN AND YOUTHS.
FINE DRESS SHIRTS.
Kansas City Paper house, is in the i a;'.er, and all othor relatives.
city selling supplies to the local con
Comfortable slippers and Juliettes!
We lave placed on sale all our
sumers lajid retailers of paptr.
Wo are showing an immense
They rest the feet and
for women.
Men's and Youth's Suits, that sold display of
Mrs. ,1. E. Smith, wife of the drug tako tho biggest part of drudgery out
fine Dress Shirts, with
up to $17.50, at the extra low price
gist and insurance man of Soccoro, of ycur housework. At the 6ame
without
and
collars. In Percales,
who has been here tbe past week vis- time they look neat and dainty. Prices
of $12.50 the suit. See the. big Fancy
Madras, Brllliantine
and
iting Dr. and Mrs. F A. .iones, re- rango from $1.10 to $2. C. May's
window display of these suits.
China Silk, from 75c to $4.50 each.
turns home Uiis evening.
shoo store, 314 West Ilailroad ave
O. H. Scott has Just completed a nue.
The gray is tho popular color In
stone building for J. J.
a
suit this season. We are showMEN'S UNDERWEAR.
Hamilton, at the corner of Atlantic
TOO LATE 10 CLARIFY
ing
a big line of these suits, which
Hamiletremt.
avenue and Third
Mr.
have Just been received from the
ton has moved in and started a drug WANTED A man to milk 3 cows
In Men's Underwear, we are
store.
big clothing; manufacturing estabshowing a big line from the very
and do light chores on ranch. See
616 South Walter street on Monday
1'nitod States Marshal C. M. Fora- lishments of the east.
low price of 50c a suit, to the very
or Tuesday morning.
V v. ft
ker and Deputy John Wiley returned
Every suit guaranteed for style, finest, at $3.50 the suit. Extra good
o
last evening from Roswell, where
workman ship and durability.
values at $1 the suit.
they have been attending the sessions L.OST Pearl sunburst pin, on Coal
avenue, between High and Second
of the United States court, lx.'fore
strenits. Return to 519 S. High street
Judge Pope.
and receive reward.
E. J. Harwiek and family left this
o
morning for San Francisco, where
Spring lamb, new potatoes, green
Mr. Harwiek has large interests whlcu peas, asparagus and cream plo will be
he Is going to look after. Ho does a part of tho dinner bill at tho Conot contemplate a return to
lumbus notel tomorrow.
for some months.
o
Big dinner at the Columbus 23
Dr. M. R. McCrory of San Marcial
was In the city between trains tnis cents.
morning en route to Colfax county.
Big C inner at the Columbus 25
where he goes to buy Angora goats. cents.
Dr. McCrory has sold his practice at
San Marcial and is' going to engage In
rtall game for the entire- gate re-raising goats in the Nogalles moun ceipts Sunday, May
Admission,
twenty-fivtains.
cents.
Glenville A." Collins, county as
rt
sessor of Santa Fe county, lvas gone TONIGHT! TON IGHT1 TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
C
s
to Texleo where, lie will make
O
cf public lands in that vicinity. ELEPHANT.
Tho work In which he will bo en
BASE BALL SUNDAY
25c.
gaged is that, of dividing a township
o
h- in Roosevelt county into sections. He
TAXES
NOW DUE, AND
ARE
will bo absent about two weeks.
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
3 cf
Mr. Nathan, of Snn Francisco, who JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
o
died at the Sisters' hospital last week,
IF YOU
WANT TO ENJOY-- A
will lxs interred Sunday at 2:30 p. m.
3
o
PATRONin Fairview cemetery.
Services at GOOD SUNDAY DINNER,
FIFTY-CENIZE
REGULAR
THE
Strong's undertaking parlors. Rabbi
DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
Kaplan will officiate.
Those desiring SUNDAY
to attend, will kindly meet at the RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
o
above mentioned iplace and time.
FOR SALE.
O
CJ
proceedings
of
Citizen,
Its
in
The
One buggy horse, harness and rubthe territorial encampment of the ber tired buggy. Also one good draft
New Mexico Grand Army at Iis horse. Apply to W. W. Strong.
Cruous, omitted to state that Las
Vegns had been selected as tno next
FIND THE CHlLKtkING STORE
place of meeting. Tho dates for tho
X
encampment will bo announced later
40 J,
North First Street
Wherever you go, you will find the
Sooth First Street
5,
3,
by Cotiimandier Brunton.
piano store that represents dickeriMrs. l. ParlsIswNo. 1320 South Sec- ng & Sons to be the best place to
ond street, this city, wants Informa- look for pianos of less expensive
tion of the present whereabouts of her grade.
The namo Chlckering is In Itself
daughter, Mrs. C. A. Jolley, maiden
name Virginia Parisis. She resided in almost a guarantee of that store's
San Francisco, and was supposed to methods. You may safely depend upon
have been In that city before and af- its ndvice as to the other maRes It
handles. In New Mexico the Chlck-erin- ir
ter tho earthquake and fire.
Is represented solely by
D. MorelLl and son Tony will leave
FIRST ESTABLISHED
THE WH1TSON MUSIC CO.
D.
tomorrow night for New York city,
or
two
in
OPTICIAN IN
and after spending a week
TAXES
ARE NOW DUE. AND
tho mctroiwlis, they will take a WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
NEW MEXICO.
steamer for Italy, where they expect JUNE 1, PAY THIS MONTH.
to remain about four months, visiting most of the principal cities. They
i'!'s in grand stand free at
on Park Sunday, May
will mako a trip to Mt. Vesuvius
returning home.
FOR
YOURS
THE
TAKIN- GMine. Helen Modjeska. who is now
PRESIDENT OF
playing her farewell tour, and who FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
Glasses fitted for relief of. poor
was seen here in two performances EPHANT.
NEW MEXICO
nervous
and
vision, headache
early in the year, was in the city
WANTED,STOR AGE.
route
at
en
time,
a
evening
Appointments
made
for short
last
strain.
Your heating stoves stored for the
OPTICAL BOARD.
to her home near San Diego, in com- Miu.iiier.
J. W. MASTERS,
Vann's drug store.
Mod
Mine.
husband.
pany with her
118 Gold Avenue.
o
IF
WANT TO ENJOY A
YOU

IVES, thl FLO HiST

i)

s"

w'l-er-

cost is but small, as compared with the satisfacwear they fcivo.

WHITE CANVA3 OXFORDS,
LEATHER HEEL

Is the time to plant

fli-'- o

:

They enhanco tho beauty of your nt'w dress, bring you in
you
aciorii with llio br'fiht sunshine of sprinp, and mak
pli asod with yourself.
Their

8ATURDAY, MAY 6, 1906.

SPRING

Mrs. Seeumilna
few weeks
Silvn, in Tijeras canyon, suffered aj
fire, 'which prricllciilly put 1T out of
bus'iiH ss. Inn The Citizen learned to--!
dav Hint the In ly went to work at
onli , fixin- -' up. preparing to meet, the
A

DAY AND WEATHER.

Buy a Pair of Our Dainty
Oxfords for Women

CITIZEN.

farewell tour,
sucefss than
and that the
were all Mat

Jeska said thnt. this, her
was miftiiiR with moro
any of, her former tours,
reception accorded here
could Iia desired.

LOCAL AND

tion

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

LIGHT OR HEAVY SOLES. WHITE OR
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25

Bebber Optical Go.

ocomo-tive'Kngi-

It3

1

u

i

.

S-

..

LEATHER HEEL, LIGHT SOLE

OXFORDS,

CANVAS

GRAY

$1.25, $2.00
OR EXTENSION SOLE, LOW, MEDIUM OR
$1.65, $1.75, $2.25, $2.50, $3.00

TAN OXFORCS. LIGHT
HIGH HEEL

LIGHT

VIVI KID OXFORDS,

BLACK

STYLES
BLACK

GL'N

(

:

HEEL

METAL

SOLE,
ALL
$1.50, $1.75, $2.25, $2.75, $3.00

TOE,

PLAIN

OXFORD,

PATENT KID OXFORD,

EXTENSION

EXTENSION

SOLE
--

$3.50

LIGHT OR EXTENSION SOLE
.$2.75, $3.00, $3.50

Tlie Sincerity Clothes Shop

1

Railroad

j

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

purchased at F. F. Trotter's
When
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

STERN
CloftSilep

!

Avctauac

Clothing
The Golden Rule
Store
Stye,
The Storo for
Saving
Service and

Rapid Setting of Men's and Youths9 Suits

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

street.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynat d Co.
V

OF

REPRESENTATIVES

ARE EXCLUSIVE

. The Gorham Manufacturing

Co. Sterling Silverware.
Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Plckard Hand Painted China.
Each In Its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

TheLlbbey

Co.

--

In

'Tis a
value,

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

SECOND

m

one-stor-

STREET.

Will ney Company

Albu-querqir- o

Do You Use

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy it from us Saturday, March 24. Remember for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
3- - Quart
4- - Quart

2- -

Regular Price $1.0O Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday

65d
75c
90c

HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

sur-very-

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day cnly. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J.

H.

Druggists

O'RIELLYCQ,

-

-

Barnett Building

c

Q

T

LUMBER,

CEMENT,

-

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

m III
U

S

J
JUlll

I

-

Albuquerque, N.

M.

I

1

Diamond

It

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invito

Subscribe for the Citisen and Get the News

Clothes give you fit and
style. Without either, they would be a cipher.
The best cloth, the best linings and silks and
velvets don't make fine clothes. But mix
them like the painters colors, with brains,
and they take shape and grace and beauty.
e
tailors for
years
have been using their brains in making

their clothes.

I

119
West Gold

DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
SUNDAY
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Member. Kurek.i In the only lime
in re that will not pop, crack or
r in the wall.
See tbat it is
fled in your contract.

SI2.50

Stein-Bloc- h

The

403

M

Eye Sight
Specialist

U-fo- re

Suits From

Men's Clothing

Stein-Bloc- h

i

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRONFIFTY-CENIZE THE REGULAR

Our

u

S. T. VANN, 0.

THE

I

i

e

to

o

.

HAHN & CO.

YOU NEED A CARPENTER
TELEPHONE C. E. MAPLES, BLACK
IF

S30.00

157.

TON:gHT!
FREE

Full Dress

Suits for Sale

TONIGHT!

LUNCH

TONIGHT!
AT THE WHITE

ELEPHANT.

xxxxxxx-xxxxnxX'xxxxxxxxxxx::xxxxx-

M0msA

i

ivscmTosH harovare: company
Successors to
E. J. POST

Wholesale

and i ctoll

-- o-

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A
nine niado door, with trimmings,
r f!.25.
We are making window screens all

fifty-on-

&

COMPANY

FftDA M $fiP
RJ1f ULL&
LC
fLLa
trtl
LZIZTV

REFRIGERATORS

!'''
'

ICE CREAM

1

;

SCREENS

ip;

'

r;.sc.

For Rent

E.L WASHBURN CO.

'

i

or

J;U

H

M

GARDENTOOLS
SPADES,

g?

SHOVELS

RAhES

i

that

outlast any door shipped in herei
the cast, together with trim- for $1.25.
make the reitu:.,r hop made
r.
doora that have always cost,
fur $1.10.
$2 00 to
'' .fore SUPERIOR
LUMEER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

'i
122
Second

together, and as strong as
cents a 'iu ire iooi. a

for i
"r,ii'door,

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

M

RUBBER HOSE

I

or

and Retail

M

'V)

K'liP"1

WIPE WINDOW

Wholosalo

M

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

lt;;'';:f"Sfe

FREEZERS

NOW

DUE. AND
ARE
TAXES
W'LL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
MONTH.
JUNE 1. PAY THIS

!'

GARDEN BARROWS

215 West Railroad Avcnuu

NEW MEXICO
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX4XX

ALBUQUERQUE,

M

'

